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A High-Speed
Systemfor AC Parametric
DigitalHardwareAnalysis
Thisnew 50-MHzstimulus-response
sysfemis a
state-of-the-art
tool for comprehensive
and
rapid characterization
of all typesof digital circuits.
by AndreasWilbs and Klaus-PeterBehrens
APIDLY ADVANCING SEMICONDUCTORtechnology now makesit possibleto integratethousandsof
functions on a single chip, making digital circuits
increasingly more complex. They are also getting faster.
Subnanosecondpropagation delays per gate are already
feasible,allowing clockrates of b0 MHz and higher evenfor
complex devices.Furthermore, new circuit designs, both
custom and semicustom(gatearrays),are receiving broad
acceptancein the marketplace.
This evolution has changedthe requirementsfor digital
test equipment.The most significant new requirementsare:
r Higher data rates and more channels
r More accuratetiming and stimulus/comparatorlevels
r A capability for longer test patterns.
It is also important for instrumentation to be compact,
quick to set up, and adaptable to different devices and
measurementproblems.
Traditional measurementsolutions do not fulfill these
new requirements.Big expensivetest systems,for example,

are well suited to dc parametric tests and provide high
production throughput, but for low-volume engineering
applications, they are seldom readily available, and most
are too slow for testing fast devicesat speed.The lack of a
live keyboard and difficult operating and programming
proceduresmake such systemsinJlexible and prevent the
quick access necessaryin a laboratory environment.
Another traditional solution is the self-configured,dedicated setup containing several word/pulse generatorsfor
stimulus, and logic analyzers,counters,and oscilloscopes
for analysis. Programming these different instruments requires long familiarization, and synchronizing the setup is
d ifficult and time-consuming.
The New Solution
The new HP 81B0A/81AIB2AStimulus/Response
System
(Fig. f) provides an answer to the new requirements. It
offers both device stimulation and responseanalysis,and
consistsof the B1B0AData Generator,the 81B1AExtender.

Fig. 1. Ihe 8180AData Generator
(top left), the 8181A Extender(not
shown), and the 8182A Data
Analyzer (bottom left) provide
h i g h-performance, e asy-to-use,
economical at-speed testing for
digital integrated circuits,boards,
and modules. The system can be
controlled by a desktop computer
(ight) via the HP-lB (IEEE 488).
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Parametric Characterization of

Digital Circuits
The representativetiming parametersof synchronouslcs are
setup time, hold time, and propagationdelays.Duringthe setup
and hold times, data has to be stable before or after an active
clock transitionoccurs. The propagationdelay is the time between stimulationand the output reactionof a device.This value
depends upon the complexityof the circuit and its technology,
and variesfrom lessthan 1 ns for an ECLgateto over 100 ns for an
MOS gate. Hence, the measuringinstrumentmust have high
timingresolution.In addition,thesetimingparametersdepend on
the dynamic input characteristicof a device. For example,the
reactiontime of a comparatordepends on the input overdrive.
At the outputot the deviceundertest,the variationof amplitude
withf requencyis of interest.A drivermay havethe abilityto deliver
adequatedc cunentunderthe specifiedfanoutconditions,but be
unable to deliver adequate peak current to drive the parasitic
capacitanceat high clock rates.
Appllcatlons of the New System
The 8180A/81A/82ASystemis orientedpredominantlytowards
the solvingof engineeringmeasurementproblems.lC and board
designers need to measure parametersto specify the performanceand optimizethe yieldof lOs,or achievea highturn-onrate
of boards. DigitallC manufacturersdo parametriccharacterization of lCs in the prototypephase, allowingthe process to be
optimized.They also use parametricanalysisto establishsales
specificationsand for in-depthevaluationin the qualityassurance
department.
The 81804/81A/82ASystem'smain applicationsfor digitalcircuit, module, and systemmanufacturersare found in R&D, productionengineering,qualityassurance,incominginspection,and
materialsengineering.For example,variouspropagationdelays
must be matched for minimumskew. Logic functionsmust be
verified.A stimulusis requiredto simulatethe interfacepatternof
a board that is not yet built. Parametriccircuit test at the board
levelhas the same requirementsand objectivesas at the lC level,
differingin complexityand errorsources.The cross talk on a bus
with parallellinesor data stabilityduring the time window around
the system'ssynchronousclock areof interest.Otherapplications
includelow-volumeand at-speedtestingin production,incoming
inspection,and depot maintenance,wheretraditionalequipment
such as boardtestersoffersinsufficientspeed and timing performance. High-reliabilityapplications,such as aerospaceequipment,also demand a 100"/"parametrictest in additionto detection of solderingand componentloadingerrors.Componentapprovaland productionengineeringdepartmentsare alsoapplication areas for the new system.

which expands the number of stimulus channels, and the
81824 Data Analyzer. Each of the units can be configured
for different numbers of channels. In addition, provision
has been made for the synchronous operation of two systems in parallel. This expands the channel count with a
minimum of skew. Generator/analyzersynchronization and
interaction with the device under test are assuredby various control inputs and outputs. Adaptability and clean
signals are provided by a range of useful accessories.
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Although the instruments are designed as a system and
offer the same key specifications, the 8180A (with or without the 8181A) and the B1B2Acan also be operatedindividually, Each unit has its own control processor,display,
keyboard, and FIP-IB (IEEE 48s) interface. This modular
concept makes the instruments very adaptable to different
devices and measurement problems.
This compact system brings the performance of a big
tester to the bench. Its user-oriented softkey operating concept speedsthe setup of timing and level parameters,either
manually or under HP-IB control. The same is true for test
pattern creation, which is further simplified by standard
data patterns and pattern editing features.
Modularity gives the user the means to adapt a system
exactly to requirements, thus keeping the cost low enough
to justify the expense. This is important in low-volume
testing, where the return from high throughput found in
production areas is not achieved.
The need for high speed is satisfied by the system's
50-MHz data rate. This is faster than most of the big IC
testers and covers most applications, bearing in mind that
the overall speed of a device is much slower than a single
gate delay. The rate slows with increasing complexity, so
that even fast ECL devices can be tested by the system. In
addition to a fast rate, sophisticated timing capabilities are
provided for setting up various test patterns for an IC. The
stimulus channels provide independent delay and data
width programming, with excellent resolution of 100 ps for
very tight adjustments. Operation of the B1B2A Data
Analyzer is mostly synchronous, a technique similar to that
employed by more expensive IC test systems.It is capableof
both synchronous (external clock) and asynchronous (internal clock) operation, and it also offers 100-psresolution,
never previously achieved in an asynchronous analyzer.
When the device under test and the analyzer are synchronized, automatic comparison of sampled data with expected data is possible.The 8182A's threshold level range
is sufficiently wide to test all common logic families, and
logic levels are independently adjustable for mixed logic
circuits. The level resolution is 10 mV,
Data Generator Provides Stimulus
The 81804 Data Generator outputs a digital data pattern
according to the user's specifications, which may include
datarate, bits per word, number of data words, levels,timing relationships between channels, and other parameters.
The data generator contains the following basic blocks:
r Timing circuits to achieve specific timing relationships
between channels
r Memory to hold the data pattem that is to be output in
parallel
r Output amplifiers that determine the output voltage
swings
r Control inputs and outputs
r Central processor unit
r FIP-IB interface
r Keyboard and display.
An add-on unit and pods provide for three-state operation with programmable levels for testing bidirectional
buses.
The B1B0Ais designed to be the stimulus for parametric

hardwareanalysis,Therefore,it provides preciselevel and
timing capabilitiesat high speed.This is in contrastto other
types of word generators,which often provide datapatterns
only at low speed,with moderateor no level definition and
poor timing capabilities.
The 81804 can be configured as an B-to-16-channel
generator in 4-channel increments. A maximum of eight
channels can be RZ (return to zero), that is, having independently programmabledelay and width. All other channels are NRZ (non return to zero) channels. The channel
count can be expandedby using up to two 81B1A Extenders, each with a maximum of 24 NRZ channels with
programmablecommon delay.This configuration provides
64 channels.Synchronousparallel operation doubles this
number to 128.
Data Analyzer Measures Response
The B1B2ADataAnalyzercollects,analyzes,and displays
digital bit patterns.Thesetasksare performed accordingto
t h e u s e r ' s s p e c i f i c a t i o n s ,w h i c h m a y i n c l u d e i n p u t
thresholds,data qualification, sampling point (the point in
time at which data is sampled, referencedto the external
clock), compare time window, and other parameters.The
B1.B2Acontains the following basic blocks:
r Input comparatorsto determinethe statesof logic signals
[1, 0, or betweenhigh and low thresholds)
u Trigger circuits to indicate the beginning or end of data
capture
n High-speedmemory to store sampled data
r Low-speedmemory to hold referencedata
r Timing circuits to determinepreciselywhen datais to be
captured or compared
r Control inputs and outputs

Central processorunit
HP-IB interface
Keyboard and display.
The 8182A Data Analyzer is designed for high-speed
functional and parametric hardware analysis of digital circuits, The data analyzer can be configured from B to 32
channels in B-channel increments, each channel having
identical analyzing capabilities. Synchronous parallel
operationdoublesthe number of channelsto a maximum of
64.
User-Friendly Operation
The 81S0AData Generatorand B1B2ADataAnalyzer are
designed to fulfill the requirements of digital circuit
hardwareanalysis.For this reasonthe usual data generator
and logic analyzer conceptshave been replaced by a new
operating concept tailored to this application. The design
goals for this new concept were:
Fast,guided setup of the instrument, therebydispensing
with the operating manual in a relatively short time
Parameterchanging during the instrument's active state
(live keyboard)
Comfortabledata loading, edit, and display features
Simple HP-IB programmability for fast program generation
Similar operation of both instruments.
To reduce the number of keys and the confusing use of
shift keys,a layeredmenu softkeyconceptwas chosen.The
display is divided into threeareas(seeFig. 2). The top of the
screen next to the OPERATIONkeys gives status information. (Thesekeys operateindependently of all other keys on
the front panel).The remainder of the display is split into a
report area, showing one of seven selectable reports

Fig.2, The81 80A DataGenerator
and the 81824 DataAnalyzerhave
similar operating concepts, displays, and front panels. The display is divided into status,rcport,
and softkey areas.
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(parameter settings or data display), and the softkey area
containing the entry field, which shows the selected
parameter and the labels for the eight softkeys beside the
screen.Softkey and report areascan be selectedindependently or in common by the CALL keys, If the entry field is
not activated,the areacan be usedto extendthe datadisplay
in the report area. The parameters are selected by the
softkeys either directly (e,g., softkey label CycleMode to
accessthe cycle mode), or through a softkey tree (e.g.,
softkeysTriggerand Delaylead to trigger delay).After selection, the parameterscan be changedeither by softkeysor by
data keys. Any softkeys that contribute nothing to the current operational status of the instrument are blanked to
avoid confusing the user.
This operating concept offers quick access to every
parameter, regardless of the contents of the report area'
Similar Operation
The B1B0AData Generatorand B1B2AData Analyzer are
designed to operate similarly, so that a user who is familiar
with one instrument can use the other without a long
familiarization time. The keyboards differ in only three
keys. Softkeys with the same function for each instrument
are labeled identically and occupy the same position on
both keyboards(many softkey label setsonboth instruments
are identical). The pages displayed are very similar, too,
with main settingsshown on the control page.The timing
parameters,which appear on the analyzer'scontrol page,
require a pageof their own inthe generator.The generator's
output pagecorrespondsto the analyzer'sinput pagein the
sameway the B1B0Aoutput data page correspondsto the
8182A expecteddata page.
Both instruments have a miscellaneouspage, which in
the 8182A also contains store and recall functions. A special feature of the generator is the macro data page, which
extends considerably the editing capabilities of the instrument. The data analyzer has three pageson which to display
received data in the form of the state list, the timing diagram, and an entirely new feature called the error map, The
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error map gives a concise overview of the CompareData
result. It displays one dot for each memory location. This
dot is replaced by a square if data received differs from
expected data, Furthermore, there are special features for
the individual masking of any bit or word (see article,
page 14).
The expecteddata page,the statelist, and the data page in
the B1B2Aare user-defined.Channelscan be deleted from
the display or groupedtogetherin segmentsof up to 16.The
channels in each segmentcan be configured in a manner
that is totally independent of their hardware order, enabling the user to assigna code to every segment,It is also
possible to display a channel in more than one segment
concurrently. The timing diagram offers a full set of features,such as zooming in both horizontal and vertical axes,
glitch display, delta measurement,and individual channel
arranging.
Special attention was paid to the editing features. The
B1B0A has memory, line, and channel editing features.
Memory editing consists of set and clear functions, Channel
editing provides clear, set, counter, PRBS(pseudorandom
binary sequence),and copy. Line editing functions include
insert, delete,copy, and move. It is also possibleto define a
set of 16 words (macros)on a special page, and then copy
one or more of them to the data memory,
In addition to many of the abovefeatures,the 81824 has
other analyzer-oriented editing features for expected data.
These include the setting and clearing of masks, and the
ability to copy received data to the expected data memory
for future comparison.
Live Keyboard
For fast parametric measurement it is often,necessaryto
change instrument parameters during the measurement
phase.In the 81B0Athis is achievedby changing all analog
parameterswithout disturbing the generator output in any
way. If other changes(e.g.,output data)arebeing made,the
instrument interrupts the cycle to make the change, and
then returns to the point at which the cycle was intenupted,
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Fig. 3. When changing measutement parameters during a
measurement,the display can be
split into two ateas, one of which
shows controlpage parameters in
the softkey area. Here the timing
page is displayed while the probe
threshold is being changed.

This operation is performed without disturbing clocks or
data.Therefore,the device under test,which contains only
combinational and sequentiallogic, doesnot recognizethe
interruption.
The 81B2AData Analyzer's input thresholds can also be
changed during the active cycle (data capture). Other
analyzer features facilitate fast measurements.The microprocessordisplays the received data not only when the
instrument stops,but also when the datarate falls below 10
MHz. This is a particularly useful attribute when dealing
with slow clock rates or clock bursts. Other instruments
usually have to abort a measurementto display the data
received. Another useful feature is auto-arming. This allows the user to preselectthe point in time at which the
instrument will begin a new measurement,so that the result
of any change in the operating condition of the device
under test can be displayed immediately.
To ensurethat the instrument is operableduring a period
of processoractivity, the keyboard is interrupt-controlled,
permitting the storageof up to eight keystrokesuntil the
processor has time to respond to them. When changing
measurementparametersduring a measurementphase,it is
possible to split the display screen into two areas, one
showing the report area (perhapsthe error map), and the
other showing control pageparametersin the softkey area.
Fig. 3 showsan example;the timing pageis displayedwhile
the probe threshold is being changed.

The HP-IB system is designed to give direct accessto
parametersand a fast instrument response.The mnemonics
are easy to remember, avoiding the need to refer to the
manual continuously, making programming simple and
reducing familiarization time. To program the B1B0Ato a
frequencyof ZOMF{z,for example,the controller sendsthe
messageFRQ20 MHZ. Where the parameterson each instrument are identical, so are the mnemonics.
For the transferof high volumes of datafrom the controller to the instrument and vice-versa,a binarv transfermode
has been implemented. In this mode. every byte on the bus
is dedicated to eight bits of data. Data transfer rates of
1,2,OOO
bytes per secondare achieved,giving a data reload
time of less than two secondsfor the whole system.This
makes it possible to write fast-running programs.
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A High-Speed
DataGeneratorfor
DigitalTesting
by Ulrich Hiibner,WernerBerkel,HeinzNiissle,and Josef Becker

NEW HP 81804 DATA GENERATORrepresents
Tm
a
significant
step forward in the production of highI
t
speeddatagenerators.It offershightiming accuracy,
precisepulse-leveldefinition, easeof operationwith either
manual or remote control, and great flexibility on the bench
and in the rack.
The B1B0Aconsistsof a power supply module, a display
module, and elevenprinted circuit boards,which plug into
a motherboard. Fig. 1 illustrates the various functional
blocks and main interconnections.
The 8181,t Data GeneratorExtenderis constructedalong
the same lines as the 81804 with the exception of the
display and keyboard. All control functions are performed
by the B1B0A,the 8181A being merely a systemslave.Fig. 2
is a block diagram of the 81814.
Internal System Organization
All high-speed control signals in the 81B0A Data
Generatoraregeneratedontwo boards,designatedAddress

Control 1 and Address Control z (ADC1 and ADC2). The
logic consistsof 10k and 100kECLdevicesand is controlled
by the central processing unit by way of a high-speed
bidirectional bus.
On ADC1, three signals that synchronize the address
countersand signalsfor both clock channelsare generated.
The board respondsto the commands RUN,GATED,STOP,
and BREAK.There are three basic operating modes:
r Single cycle: a RUNsignal startsa single cycle from the
preset first addressto the preset last address.
r Auto cycle: after a RUN signal, data is generatedrepetitively from the first to the last addresses.
r Initialization and auto cycle: a RttN signal starts data
generationat address0000.Datagenerationcontinuesto
the first addressand then cyclesbetweenthe first and last
addressesrepetitively.
In thesethree operatingmodes,cycling is halted on receipt
of a BREAKor STOPsignal.
Two further modes are controlled from this board:
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VideoOut
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Sync Master2

RUN,GATED
CLOCK CHANNEL 2
CLOCK CHANNEL 1

Strobe Channel
BREAK.STOP

Clocks
(cLKl, CLK2,CLK3)

4 Data Channels

To other Module

by the microprocessorvia a 1.0-bitDAC (digital-to-analog
converter). Decade counters for ranging are built into the
chip. The Rate IC generatesthe system clock in both internal and external clock modes.
Another important feature of ADC1 is the address difference counter.This 10-bit presettablecounter operatescontinually in the count-down mode, counting clock pulses.
Each clock pulse correspondsto an address.Wheneverthe
LOADsignal goeslow (Fig. 3), indicating a counter stateof
all zeros,the counter is presetto the differencebetweenthe
first and last addressesprogrammed by the user. LoAD then
goes high and the counter counts down until it again
reaches a state of all zeros. LOAD then goes low and the
cycle repeats.
A break at a defined address is performed by the strobe
counter. This device is loaded by the microprocessorwith
the break address minus the first address.
The internal clock control generatestwo high-speedsignals. cLK0 and clocr CHANNELr. These and the LoAD
signal control and synchronize all other high-speed circuits
in the B1B0Aand B1B1A.By bypassingthese signals, it is
possibleto setup a master-mastersystemwith two B1BOAs
operating in parallel. In this case, only one instrument is
active. The LoAD, CLKo,and cLoCK CHANNELt signals are
fed via a rear connector directly into the second B1B0A.
Bypassing is achieved automatically when the interconnecting cable is fitted.
Fig. 4 illustrates the principal signal paths on the ADC2
board. Signals CLKo,CLocK CHANNELr, and LOAD are fed
from ADC1 to ADC2 on twisted-pair lines by line drivers.
Line receivers pick up these differentially transmitted signals, refresh them, and drive the delay lines. Another line
driver generatesthe differential signals for the 8181,\ Extender. The CLKoand LOADsignals are fed to the 8180A's
address counter delayed by 10 ns to compensate for the
delay introduced by the interconnectingcableto the 8181A,
The address counters support all data channels in the
B1B0A and 81814. Several delay lines are required to
achieve correct timing relationships with the module
boards that cany the data channels (four channels per

8180A Devtce
Interlace 8us

High'SPeed
8180A High-Speed
SYnc Signals
Sync

Fig. 1. Blockdiagramof the 8180AData Generator.
r Gatedcycle:a gatesignalat the externalRUNinput causes
data generation for as long as the input remains true.
If the input goes false, the currently active cycle is
completed.
r Initialization and gated cycle: operationis similar to the
initialization and auto cycle mode. The currently active
cycle is alwayscompletedwhen the gateinput goesfalse.
In either mode, cycling ceaseson receipt of a STOPsignal.
Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of ADC1, The basisof
all internal timing circuits is the Rate IC. This specially
developeddevice is used in recent HP pulse, function, and
data generators.lFeatures of the Rate IC include a programmable oscillator with a range of 7 Hz to 100 MHz,
programmabledelay with a range of one secondto 10 ns,
and resolution of t00 ps or three digits when programmed
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To Other Module Boards
Flg.2.

Block diagram of the 8181 A Data Generator Extender.
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Microprocessor
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FAD
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Set
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board). One delay line generatesthe signal CLKr, which
guarantees sufficient setup time for the address latch.
Fig. 5 shows worst-caseconditions for high-speed RAM
operation.
CLK2,delayed by 20 ns, latches the RAM's output data.
This data then passesto the output latch after a further 10-ns
delay, and finally to the XOR gate at the output amplifier
input. The extra delay is necessaryfor generating RZ data
when the instrument has been fitted with an additional
timing board. Data from the data latch is fed to the reset
flip-flop FF1 where, dependentupon delay and width settings, it is clocked through to the Q output. The negativegoing edge resetsthe flip-flop in the RZ mode via the OR
gate,and the XORgate at the input to the output amplifier
switches between normal and complementary operation.
In the 81814 the timing circuits on the ADC3 board are
very similar to those describedabove.The main difference
is in the programmabledelay, which makes it possible to
compensatefor delay variations between the 81814 NRZ
and B1B0Adata channels.The programmabledelay is also
neededfor setting up addressand data busesthat differ in
timing.
Timing Board
The timing board consists of four delay and width
generator channels. At the heart of each channel is the Rate
IC,l which in this application is configuredto function in its
timing mode. The use of conventional devices instead of
Rate ICs would have taken about five times the space to
achieve the same objective.
Fig. 6 shows the basic blocks of a timing channel. Inaccuracies in analog voltages generated by the DACs and
peripheral components necessitatea number of control current adjustments to achieve an optimal overlap of ranges

Fig.3. Ihe Address Control 1 circuit generates synchronizing signals fot the various 8180A oDerating modes.

and the matching of clock inputs. The control for ranging
and current programming comes from microprocessor
commands sent along the bus. The function of the reset
flip-flop is described in the preceding section. 32 adjustments are necessaryto setup a timing board for operation,
eight for each channel. Repeatabilityand stability results
are excellentbecauseof noncritical design and well specified components.

Module Board
The module board consists of four data channels implementedwith high-speedECL RAMs, latchesfor timing,
and an output amplifier for each channel. With the exception of the output amplifiers, no setup or adjustments are
necessaryon this board.This facilitatesthe addition of extra
boards to the B1B0Aor B1B1Awith a minimum of inconvenience. The layout of eachfunctionally identical channel
is designed in such a way that compensation for skew,
introduced by the different cable lengths attached to the
rear connector,is achieved by striplines on the board.
A module board completewith cablesand rear connector
can be fitted or replaced merely by removing two screws
from the instrument's rear panel and taking off the cover.
Eachchannel on the module boardis individually screened
to avoid EM problems from neighboring channels,and to
provide a heat sink for the transistors in its output amplifier.
Sync Board
The sync board consists of two clock channels, CLOCK
CHANNEL1 and CLOCKCHANNELz. Both channels have
DACs for delay and width programming and use the same
output amplifiers as the module boards. For applications
that require refresh capability, CLocK CHANNEt r is kept
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Flip-Flop Setup Time

Flip-Flop Hold Time

Fig. 5. Ihe delayed clock signal
CLK1 guaranteessufficient setuP
time for the address latch under
worst-case high-sPeed o7erating
conditions.

Microprocessor 8us

_r-L

Fig. 6. Ihe timing board consists
of four delay and width generctor
channels (one shown).

running in STOPor BREAK;hence it is handled differentlv
from CLOCKCHANNEL2.
Output Amplifier
The final circuit in every data and clock channel is the
output amplifier. It is here that timing information (highlow transitions) and dc voltagesto program the high and
low levels aretranslatedinto the desiredpulse streamat the
o u t p u t . T h e f u n c t i o n a l d i a g r a m, F i g . 7 , s h o w s t h e
amplifier's four major blocks. The first two form a pulse
generator,and the last two a linear power amplifier.
Timing information in the form of switching commands
ir applied in a symmetricalECLlogic format at inputs e and
Q. The signal is amplified by s5.'rnmetrical
complementary
differential amplifiers, which control current sources in a
cascadearrangement.The outputs of the four switched
current generators are combined to form a pair of alternating bidirectional current sources, which drive a diode
clamping bridge at nodes V" and V".
The clamp voltagesV" and V" are held equal to either the
upper or lower programmed voltage by unity-gain buffers
U1a and U1b. In the Q:high state, the symbolic DPDT
switch takesthe position shown in Fig. 7. Positive current
flows through D4 into the lower voltage follower U1b, and
negativecurrent through D1 into the upper voltagefollower

Fig.8, Upper brcnch of the linear broadband amplifier shown
in Fig.7.

Programmed,Level VzYys

Curenl Swltc*res
{agmplementary
push.pull cascode)

Clamping
Pulse
Ginerator

lc

-s----1Timing
Inlormation

T

Linear Broadband
Amplitier
(dc to 200 MHz)

Tl

do Otfset and Galn
Control ..
Rcs*50(UAo

\

Enable

IK
tI

H
Output

F.,.---

-6---r' I

Programmed Level TzVnr

F19.7' Output amplifierblock diagram. Theoutput amplifier tanslates timing informationand dc
voltages into the desired pulse stream at the output pods. The first two blocks form a pulse
generatot and the /ast two a linear power amplifier.
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U1a. As long as Vru>V1o with at least 0.5V difference,D3
and D2 may be regardedas switched off'
Two more diodes, D5 and D6, compensatefor the on
voltages and temperature dependenceof D3 and D4. All
diodes are supplied with equal currents (Ic:15 mA). Minor
differences in forward voltage drop and series resistance
of the matched pairs D3, D5 and D+, D6 are correctedby
trimmers. Thus V" is equal to exactly lVs when D4 is conducting (Q:hieh), and %V1o when D3 is conducting' A
small error becauseof junction temperature differences remains in D3 and D4 when they are switched on or off.
Schottky-barrier diodes are chosen for fast switching without storagedelay.
The secondclamping node, V", provides a complementary pulse train to V". This is used for two dynamic purposes.To acceleratethe high-low transitions of V", V" is
high-passcoupled to the basesof switched cutrent-source
transistors. The result of this additional drive is that the
voltage transitions of V" are more like pulses with constant
rise time than the natural constant-slope behavior of a
current-steered voltage clamp.
The secondpurpose of the V" branch is to provide constant current loading for voltage-followers U1a and U1b. If
D1 and D2 were not present,these op-ampswould be required to deliver pulsed output currents. Frequency responselimitations within the op-amps would lead to dutycycle-dependent level variations in some critical highfrequencyregions.The symmetricalclamping bridge draws
dc current from U1a and Urb, keeping pulse tops flat from
dc to the nanosecondregion.
The clamp output signal V" is amplified to the desired
amplitude and power by a class-Apush-pull amplifier. In
Fig. 8, only the upper half of the amplifier, with components determining gain Ao and output impedance Zo, is
shown. The complementary symmetrical lower branch
completes the amplifier for dc operation, and acts as a
doubler for overall transconductance and output current.
This basic arrangementis noninverting'
Minor aberrations and tolerances are trimmed out with

Table I
Data Generator Output Amplifier Performance
from 5OOinto 50O from 5OOinto high
Programmedload
(voltagesdouble it impedance(>10 kO)
condition
no load connected)
-1.5V to +5.5V
-2.0V to +5.0V

-1.0V to +77.OV

Resolution

3 digits (bestcase
10 mV)

3 digits (best case
20 mV)

Amplituderange

0.5V to 5.5V

1.0V to 17.0V

High level range
Low level range

-2.0V to +16.0V

Level accuracy after 20 ns settling time 40 ns settling time
+0.5% of level
+3% of amplitude
+30 mV (add
+30 mV
for amplitudes
>0.7v)

+0.5% of level
+3% of amplitude
+30 mV (add
+30 mV
for amplitudes
>1.5v)

Level accuracy after 1 ms settling time

1 ms settling time
+0.5% of level
+60 mV
(add +oo mV for
amplitudes <1.5V)

+9.5/o of level
+30 mV
(add +30 mV for
amplitudes <0.7V)

Transitiontime
(10%-9ryo)
Typicaltransition
time for EGLlevels
(2oo/o80?ol
Preshoot,Overshoot,Ringing

<3.0 ns +
lamplitudeI xo.2 ns lamplitudeI xo.5 ns
1.5 ns

<3.0 ns +

1+1.oo/o of amplitude <+7oo/o of amplitude

P4, for the amplifier unloaded, and again with P5, after
connection of a 50O load.
Output amplifiers commonly found in pulse and data
generators are usually designed as current or voltage
sources,both needing an internal 50O load to present the

Fig. 9. fhe fi-state Pod maKes
the data generator outquts comoatibte with bidirectional bus and
llO pin configurations The control
andDowerunit on toPof the 81 80A
Data Generatoris Part of the Pod
svstem.
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conect Zo (50O)at their output. The amplifier conceptused
b e c o m e s T n V o + ( 5 0 O / A o ) I o = V "o, r V o : A o V . - ( 5 0 O ) I o ,
here gives well-defined gain and output impedance withwhich describesa linear amplifier with voltage gain Ao ani
out wasting 50% of the ac power on an internal bOOballast. an output impedance of 50O.
This is important in generators in which many data chanTable I shows the principal specifications of the output
nels arepackedcloselytogether,like the 8180A and 8181A.
amplifier.
Internal feedback in every amplifier stage (RB,Rp)helps
ensure stability and allows the use of full circuit speed
Tra-state Pod
(speed is ultimately limited by the propagation delay
The tri-state pod is an accessory to the 8180A Data
around the feedback loop in the amplifier network). The
Generator and 8t81A Extender. Its function is to make the
free-running amplifier produces an output signal with the
generator outputs compatible with bidirectional bus and
specified accuracy. A dc offset of up to several hundred
I/O pin configurations.
millivolts reflecting the thermal history of linearly operatThe main design aims for the tri-state pod were to be able
ing transistors may appe€u,however. A dc error can also be
to output any level in the generator'soutput range of - zV to
introduced by varying the supply voltages to accommodate
+5.5V, and to function as an analog switch, enabling the
different output amplitude requirements. To eliminate
control of different logic families. At the same time, the
these offsets,an additional dc control loop checks the outlevel programmability of the system had to be maintained.
put voltage and the output curent simultaneously and enOther objectives were fast switching, high output impedsurespreciseoperationunder any loading, level, or supply
ance with low capacitancein the off state, and low output
conditions.
impedance with high drive capabilities in the on state,
To understand the operation of this dc control loop, look
giving high speed when driving high-capacitance loads.
at the inputs of error amplifier U2 in Fig. Z. At the noninThe solution adopted usesthe familiar diode bridge (Fig.
verting input, a voltage Y+ :lz(Yo+Rsgl.) is compared
9). A disadvantage is that the power consumption of the
with V-:%V"*%V.
at the inverting input. The op-amp
bridge reduces the ratio of output to input currents signififorces a corrective current into the inverting input of the
cantly. This problem was solved by a complementary transmain amplifier to keep V+-V-:O. The dc precision now
istor stage that reduces the bridge supply current.
depends on the op-amp quality and the ratio of the resistors
In the left-hand side of the bridge, two pairs of series
in the voltage divider. When V+-V-:0, then Vo+RcsIodiodes produce a drop of approximately 1.4V. This is alY.*"/nYo. Since Ao:4 and R65:50.0/Ao, this expression ways greater than the drop across the Schottky diode and

01

Cts

Flg. 10. Schematic diagram of
the tri-state dilver.
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the emitter junction of the output transistor in each line,
The series Schottky-diode-resistor configuration, in combination with an offset adjustment, permits the use of unmatched components without a reduction in level accuracy. When the enable voltage meets or rises above the
-4.30V threshold, transistorsQ5 and Q6 be$in to conduct,
thereby turning Q1 and Q2 off. In this way, the bridge

becomesreverse-biased,with the clamping diodes ensuring that the output circuit is cut off when the voltage at the
output is in the range -2V to +5'5V.
Reierence
1. C. Hentschel,et al, "DesigningBipolarIntegratedCircuitsfor a
GeneratorFamily," Hewlett-Packard
Pulse/Function
fournal,Vol.
34,no. 6, fune1983.

DataAnalyzerTestsThreshold
High-Speed
and TimingParameters
by DieterKible, BernhardRoth, MartinDietze,and Ulrich Sch[ttmer
ONVENTIONAL DATA ANALY ZERSfall generally
into two categories.First, there are the high-speed
asynchronoustiming analyzers,which produce test
!
results similar to an oscilloscope on several channels'
These analyzers are used mainly for functional analysis of
random logic. Second, there are the synchronous state
analyzers,which areused mostly for the functional analysis
of microprocessor-based systems with real-time or other
complex sequentiallogic. Parametricmeasurements,on the
other hand, have to be made with oscilloscopesor timing
analyzers having fairly coarse time resolution (the fastest
'l'.5to 2 ns resolution,
timing analyzers available offer only
with a significant additional error becauseof skew between
data channels).
The new B1B2A Data Analyzer is optimized for testing
threshold and timing parametersat high speeds.It has two
innovative features-programmable sampling-point delay
and real-time comparemode.New, specially-developedac-

tive probes with a wide range of accessoriesfacilitate the
capture of data with minimum influence on the device
under test. All analog parameters,such as threshold voltagesand the sampling point delay, are implemented with
high resolution and accuracy.Instead of setup and hold
times, a sampling time accrracy with respectto the external
clock input is specified. This is more suitable for parametric
measurements of integrated circuits and printed circuit
boards.
The B1B2Ais controlled by a 6809 processorwith 40K
bytes of ROM space and a 14K CMOS RAM that is batterypowered for nonvolatile data storage.All I/O interfacing is
memory-mapped to achieve fast accessto all parameter
registers.
Thrce Operating Modes
The 8182Ahastwo logic analyzermodesof operationand
a comparator mode. In the trigger start analyzer mode, after
To ErrorMap
in Trigger Start
Mode

Active
Probes

Input
Amplifiers
Comparators

Data
Up to 32 Data Channels

ExternalArm
Externalstop
TriggerOualifier
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To Stateand Timlng
Diagramsin Trigger
StarUslop
AnalyzorModeg

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram
of the high-speed circuits of the
8182A Data Analyzer. New features are a programmable mastel
clock delay and a real-time window comparison caPabilitY.

recognizinga trigger condition, the 8182A beginsto accept
data into its high-speedmemory. Stored data can be displayed as either state or timing diagrams, during or after
completion of the measurementcycle. The microprocessor
comparesthe received data with stored expecteddata and
displays comparisonfailures on the statediagram or a concentrated overview in the error map.
In the trigger stop analyzermode, afterarming, the 91.82
A
is always active, that is, it continually acceptsdata, filling
and overwriting its high-speedmemory. After recognition
of a trigger event, it stopsaccepting data (after a selectable
delay) and displays the previously stored data. Hence the
events preceding and following the trigger event can be
recorded.The monitoring capabilitiesarethe sameas in the
trigger start analyzer mode.
The third mode, the trigger start compare mode, is an
entirely new feature.It permits a real-time comparison of
incoming data with a prestored data pattern contained in
the high-speedmemory, This comparisontakes place during a time window synchronouswith the clock input. The
window is defined by a delay and a width. Every failure
during the comparewindow generatesa high logic level at a
rear-paneloutput, and an error report can be displayed on
the error map. Either one-shotor continuous cyclical measurementsare possible.
Hardware Architecture
With the exceptionof the power supply, the display, and
the microprocessorsection,the 8182A hardwareis to a high
degreeimplemented with ECL to achieve b0-MHz operation and high timing accuracy.The eight-channelversion
of the 81B2A contains two boardswith digital control circuits, one board of clock generators,two boardscontaining
the microprocessorand its interfacing,and two databoards,
eachwith 4 channels.Six more databoardscan be plugged
into the remaining slots, extending the B1.B2Aup to 32
channels.Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the
hardware.

What Is Window Comparison?
Whenthe 8182A DataAnalyzeris in eitherof its logic analyzer
modes,performinglikea conventional
analyzer,it samplesa data
stream on a point-by-pointbasis. Whateveris present between
two samplingeventscan be analyzedwith the aid of a glitch
detector,but it is impossibleto determlnewhethera glitch ap_
pearedat the beginningor end of a samplingperiod.Similarly,
determiningthe stabilityof a logic levelduring any part of the
samplingperiodis also a problem.

Incoming Data
Compare Result
Stored Data Pattern
cLKl (Window Pulse)

_rL

Fig.'1. ln comparatormode, the 81g2A DataAnalyzercom_
paresincoming data with stored data dudng a time window of
programmable width.
How can the statusof data on a microprocessorbus be deter_
minedduringthe periodbeginning50 ns beforeand ending10ns
after a clock edge?
Whenthe 8182Aisoperatingin itscomparatormode,a periodic
timewindowcan be programmed.
Duringthistime,the incoming
data can be comparedwith an internallystoredpattern.The time
window is synchronouswith the clock connected to the 81g2A
clock probe.
The comparisoncircuitconsistsof an XORgate in each channel,whichcomparesthe incomingdatawitha fixeddata pattern.
A pulseof the desiredwindowwidth(60 ns in the examplegiven
here)is appliedto the enableinputof the gate (see Fig. 1).
Fig.2 showsthe gate output.lt is assumedthat the storeddata
patternconsistsof low levels,so an incominghigh generatesa
positivepulseat thegateoutputwhilethewindowpulseis high.ln
Fig.2a and 2b a failureis recognized.Fig.2c and 2d are ooroer_
line.The compareerror may not be recognized,althoughone
<4 ns <4 ns

+1F--,trL

"'-l'l,YJli"n- --'"EIlj-

--

Compare .-,
Result/

\
(a)

\(b)

^(c)

-^(d)

Fig. 2. Assuming that the stored data patternconslsts ol a//
low levels,an incoming high level during the window causesa
positivecompare result.Failures(a) and (b) are easily recog_
nized, while cases (c,)and (d) are borderline.
edge of the incomingdata lies withinthe time window.At the
81B2Ainput,the incomingdata edge mustbe within4 ns of the
window edge for an error to be diagnosedcorrectly.
Fig. 2. High-impedance, hi ghl requency, d ual -threshold
ptobing is provided by a special thickJilm hybrid probe
circuit.

-Martin Dietze
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Active Probesand Input Amplifiers
To achieve the design goals of high-impedance, lowcapacitance probing with high-frequency and dualthreshold capabilities, a special active probe circuit was
developed. It is realized as a thick-film hybrid circuit
( F i g .2 ) .
The dimensionsof the hybrid are 29.7mm x 10 mm x 2.4
mm. Special care had to be taken in designing the highimpedance input stage Iayout to achieve the small input
capacitanceof less than 7 pF (the hybrid alone has only a
4.5-pF input capacitance).The hybrid is packaged in a
small aluminum case and connected to a special 1.5-m
cableconsistingof two shieldedcables,one of which is 50O
coax,and two single wires for power and compensationfor
ground potential differences.Four of these active probes
and cables share a single connector, which can be connected to the rear panel of the instrument'
Fig. 3 is a diagram of the active probeand input amplifier
circuit. At the probe input, a spark gap (a laser-cutthickfilm resistor)limits electrostaticdischargeto severalhundred volts. The input information V1pis divided into an ac
path and a dc path. The ac signal is FET-bufferedafter
frequency-compensatedvoltage division by 5 and sent to
the analyzerby a line driver with a seriestermination. At
the analyzer end of the cable,the signal is inverted.
Thc dc path is a simple op-amp circuit with a gain of
-0.2. The input signal is level-shifted according to the
threshold voltage so the high-speed comparator always
comparesits input signalwith zerovolts. Sincethe dc input
is brought to the instrument at virtual ground, the input
characteristicsof the active probe remain constant with
frequency.The capacitanceofthe line has no influence,and
cable noise is significantly reduced.

After the incoming signal has been divided by 5 and
shifted according to the programmed threshold, it is
applied to a high-speedcomparator,which has a few millivolts of hysteresisto suppressnoise and high-frequency
oscillation.
The B1B2A is capable of comparing the incoming data
with two thresholds simultaneously. For this, two
neighboring channelsarecombinedby relaysin the following manner. The threshold comparator of one channel is
disconnectedfrom its input amplifier and connectedto the
amplifier of the other channel, so that the secondchannel
sends its signal to two comparators.The first channel is
then switched off. One comparatoris used to comparethe
Iow-level thresholdand the other to comparethe high-level
threshold.The datafrom both comparatorsis storedin two
memory channels before the microprocessor combines
them into one report.Eight channelscan alwaysbe selected
to perform dual-threshold measurements on four data
inputs.
Data Sampling in the Logic Analyzer Modes
In the trigger start analyzer mode and the trigger stop
analyzermode, the databeing digitized by the comparators
is sampledin the sampleflip-flop by the masterclock (Fig.
1). The sample flip-flop is the heart of the analyzer' It has
excellent sampling jitter characteristics(50 ps or less)and
low temperaturedrift. The sampling jitter of a D-type flipflop is the time interval between the specified setup and
hold times where the output is not defined.
Variable delay lines in the data channels are used to
compensatefor the clock circuit's propagation delay and
the sampling flip-flop's setup and hold times (more about
this later).
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The sampled data is written into the high-speed RAM by
the gated write pulse generatedby the trigger unit. The data
can also be compared by the microprocessorwith a fixed
data pattern contained in the reference memory. A previously received data pattern contained in the high-speed
RAM can be dumped into the reference memory. The reference memory can also be loaded and modified via the
keyboard.
Interactive Read
A novel feature of the trigger start analyzer mode is the
interactive read circuit. It permits the microprocessorto
read the contents of the high-speed RAM cells during data
sampling without losing data. This means that at a slow
clock rate, the sampled data can be displayed immediately
on the screen(e.g.,on the timing diagram)after every sample. Therefore, it is unnecessary to wait untii a measurement has been completed before seeing the result on the
screen,unlike almost all other logic analyzers,
A special circuit to perform the difficult task of timing the
interaction of the microprocessor and the asynchronous
sampling was developed.A simplified diagram is shown in
Fig. 4. A READ/STffiEsignal is generated from the master
clock by a retriggerable monostable multivibrator (oneshot) and applied to an addressmultiplexer. For 50 ns after
each positive transition of the master clock, the outputs of
the high-speedaddresscounteraretied to the RAM address
inputs and a sampledword is stored.The multiplexer then
applies the microprocessor-controlledread addressto the
RAM addressinputs. If a read request (RDR-a)was initiated
by the microprocessor, the circuit now starts reading the
RAM contents at the read address.RDRQis stored in FF1.
Data
to Microprocessol

RDRd
from

Flg. 4. The interactive read circuit tets the microprocessor
read the contenfs of the high-speed RAM during data sampling without losing data.

Flg,5. Clocktimingcircuitsproducetheprogrammable
detay
and theprogrammablewidthof the masterclock.
The ANDing of the Q output of FF1 and RnaD/FFnE generates a read data (RDDA)signal, storing the contents of the
chosen RAM cell in FF3 after an appropriate delay (RAM
accesstime). If this read activity is not interrupted by the
next master clock, RDDA generatesa read acknowledge
(RDAC)signal, which informs the microprocessor that valid
data has been stored in FF3, and FF1 is reset. Now the
microprocessorcan read the content of FF3 and initiate
another read request,
If the read process has been interrupted by a new master
clock, which hasa higher priority, the multiplexer switches
immediately to the addresscounter. Sampled data is then
written into the RAM. Meanwhile, the RDDAsignal is terminated and noAC is suppressed. After the one-shot's
period has elapsed, the signal RDDAis reinitiated. This
processis repeateduntil the RAM has been successfullv
read.
Real-TimeComparison
In the trigger startcomparemode, the high-speedRAM is
used to read out expecteddata in real time for comparison
with incoming data. The same patterns are used in both
logic analyzer and comparator modes, The high-speed
RAM contents and the data from the active probes are sent
simultaneously to the window comparators (see Fig. 1).
There they are compared channel by channel during a time
interval determined by the delay and width of the master
clock. The compare results of all channels are then ORed.
The output of the On gate is qualified with a status signal
and the word mask signal (discussedlater). The result is
immediately available at the rear-panel PULSEDERROR
output. The result of every word comparisonis storedin a
special RAM that has one bit for each address.The contents
of this RAM form the error map.
, Asecond error output, LATCHEDERROR,is driven by a
flip-flop that is set by the first error during a comparison
sequence. This output remains high after the end of the
measurementfor further processing. It is reset when a new
measurement is started. A character string in the display
labeled CompareFailed/Passed
shows the status of the latched
error output,
Channels that have failed are marked on the displayed
error page. To obtain this information, the output of everv
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channel's windov' comparator is processed separately. The
result of any real-time comparison is two-dimensional,
with both faulty words (Y) and faulty channels (X) identified. To analyze any failures that are discovered, the logic
analyzer modes can be used.
Sometimes there is no requirement to compare the results
of all channels or all words. The 81B2A is equipped with a
means for disabling individual channels and inhibiting the
compare results for individual words by setting them to
"don't care." Individual words are inhibited by a separate
word mask memory, running in parallel with the highspeed RAM. Its output is gated with the real-time compare
result.

Clock Timing
Clock timing circuits on the clock board produce the
programmabledelay and the programmablewidth of the
masterclock. A simplified diagram is shown in Fig. 5. The
active clock CLKois a combination of the external or internal clock and the clock qualifier input.
The internal clock is generatedby a 100-MHz oscillator,
divided down in 1-2-5steps.CLKotriggersthe delay circuit,
which setsthe width flip-flop, which is resetby the width
circuit. The flip-flop output is the master clock, CLKr,
Delay and width generationis done mainly with custom
ICs,as it is in the B1B0ADataGenerator(seeFig. 6). However, in the analyzer,it is of great importance to keep the

Generation of Analog Voltages
Address

workingwith
features,
withuniversal
instrument
A multichannel
severallogic families,requiresthe abilityto attachvariousprogrammablethresholdsto differentprobes.In addition,features
like delay and width,alsoprogrammedby analogvoltages'are
required.Therefore,many programmablevoltageshad to be
Theactualnumberis
madeavailablein the 81B2ADataAnalyzer.
42. Thesevoltagesare generatedcyclicallyby a singledigitalto allthe placeswhere
converter(DAC)and sentserially
to-analog
circuitsselectthe
theyare required.On arrival,sample-and-hold
desiredlevelat the desiredtime (see Fig. 1).
Addressesand logic controlsignalsare generatedby the
counter.The RAM,whichstores11-bitwordsto be usedin level
Thedc
to the DACforconversion.
generation,
deliversinformation
circuits'together
levelsare then passedto the sample-and-hold
Fig.2 showsa
withlogiccontrolslgnalsand addressinformation.
s i m p l i f i e ds a m p l e - a n d - h o lcdi r c u i t .A m p l i f i e r1 c h a r g e st h e
capacitorduring the time that the enable signal ls low, and
amplifier2 tracksthat voltage.The feedbackin the circuiteliminatesthe offsetvoltageof amplifier2.

Enade

Analog Multiplexers

Address

Ene6le

-Bernhard Roth

Fig. 2. Sanple-and-hold circuits at various points in the
analyzer selectthe correct analog voltage at the correct time.

12O ps
+Time

To Other

Analog Voltage Gen€rator

Voltag€
Analog Voltage Recelver
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Fig. 1. ln the 8182A Data
Analyzer, 42 analog voltages are
generated by time-multiplexinga
single digital-to-analog converter
(DAC),

ProgrammedMaster

Fig. 6. CustomlCsare usedin thedelaycircuit(shown)and
thesimilarwidthcircuit.Specialhigh-speeddelaygenerctors
minimizethe delay throughthe circuit.
fixed delay through the circuit to a minimum. The reason
for this is that every data channel also has to be delayedto
achieve the specified sampling accuracy.For this reason,
special high-speed delay generators implemented with
100k ECL are used. Thesehave a minimum fixed delay and
a variation of up to 20 ns. A simplified circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 7.
An incoming edge setsthe flip-flop. Output e opensthe
switch, forcing current I to charge capacitor C, creating a
positive-goingramp. I is generatedfrom the signal U by an
analog divider. The instant the threshold voltage is
reached,the flip-flop is resetand C is discharged.The pulse
width at the output of the comparator is determined by the
propagation delay through the components. The fixed
delay is roughly 6 ns and the variable delay is proportional
to U. Current I, is used to improve linearity.
Since the main application of the data analyzer is in
synchronous operation with programmed delay and/or
width, constantobservationof the externalclock in relation
to the actual delay and width is necessaryto ensure that
every active input clock edgecreatesa correctmasterclock
pulse.When the time betweentwo consecutiveCLKopulses
is too short to produce two correctmasterclock pulses,the
operatoris informed. This task is accomplishedby an error
recognition circuit (seeFig. B).
Error recognition is performed along two paths. The first
is FF1/FF2,and the secondis FF3. The delayed CLKosets
FF1 and samplesFF1's output with FF2. The master clock

tromDelay
CircuitOutput
Fig.8. An errorrecognitioncircuitsignatstheoperctorwhen
the timebetweentwo consecutive
activec/ockpulsesis too
shottto producetwo correctmasterclock pulses.
resetsFF1, so that the whole process starts again. If two
CLKopulses occur before a master clock edge, the second
CLKopulse causesFF2's output to go high and hold that
status.The delay circuit output samplesthe master clock
with FF3. FF3's output goes high if the width circuit (see
Fig. 5) is triggered too fast. If one of the paths recognizes
that the clock is too fast, the corresponding message
appearson the display and all flip-flops are reset by the microprocessor,which then continues to poll the error circuit.
The master clock is buffered and sent on five transmission lines of equal length from the motherboard to all data
channels and control circuits.
Trigger Unit
Triggering of the B1B2Adependsupon a combination of
the statesofthe trigger arm input and the trigger qualifier,
the appearanceof the trigger word at the data inputs, and
the state of the trigger event counter.
When the RUNkey is pressed,the B1B2A goes into the
armed state and begins to searchfor trigger events. The
trigger arm input is edge-triggeredand servesas a preset
input. The trigger qualifier and trigger word must be true at
the sametime to clock the trigger eventcounter,which runs
in two modes:

Glitches
Glitch Detector on
Master
Clock

Detay=Fixed
Oeray+
f
=FixedDetay+KCU
Fig. 7. Simplitied circuit diagram of the high-speed delay
oenerutor.

shifr
Register
Glitch Detector off
Glitch Detector on

1
1

0
0

00
10

Flg.9. For glitch detection, the high-speed RAM is sptit into
data and glitch memories of equal size.
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1. "Allow gapsyes." After the programmednumber of true
trigger events has been counted, the trigger event
counter activates the trigger delay counter.
2. "Allow gapsno." Only true trigger eventsthat occur one
after the other at every master clock time are counted. If a
false trigger event is recognized,the counter is reset to
zeto.
When all trigger conditions are true, the trigger delay
counter,which consistsof a count-down circuit that can be
presetto any value between 0 and 65535,is started.When
the delay counter has reachedzero,the 8182A respondsto
the trigger condition. In the trigger start analyzer mode, it
begins to write the incoming data into the high-speed RAM.
In the trigger stop analyzermode, it stopsdatarecording.In
the trigger start comparemode, it beginsthe comparisonof
incoming data.

AII trigger conditions can be set to "don't care," that is,
they appear to be always true. The B1B2Athen starts immediately with the first incoming active clock edge. The
instrument can also be startedimmediately by pressingthe
SAMPLEkey, which overrides all trigger conditions and
generatesone clock pulse. Pressing the SAMPLEkey repeatedly or holding it down generatesadditional clock
pulses for storing or comparing data manually.
Glitch Detectors
Each channel of the B1.BZAhas its own glitch detector. In
contrast to the latch mode found in many analyzers,the
glitch detectorallows the 81B2Ato differentiatebetweena
data transition and a glitch, which is defined as more than
one data transition per sampling interval. To store the detected glitches in addition to the sampled data, the high-

Testing the Key Specifications of
the 8182A
Sincethe 8182Ais an analyzer,and key specificationssuch as
samplingaccuracy(*1 ns) and thresholdaccuracy(+10 mV)
referto inputs,direct measurementof these importantvalues is
extremelydifficult.Instead,signalsmust be applied and conclusions drawn about the performanceof the instrumentfrom its
resoonse.
Fig.1 illustratesa methodby which it is possibleto measurethe
actualsamplingpointand thresholddirectly.The heartof this test
system is an electronictool consistingof a simple integrating
op-amp circuit and a voltage-controlleddelay generator.The
8182Acan be programmedand configuredto appear as a voltage comparatorfollowedby a D{ype flipJlop. For this applicatron,the 8182A can be consideredas a levelcomparatorfor the

data inputs, and as a phase comparatorfor data inputs with
referenceto the clock input.
The closed loop consistingof the 81B2A, integrator,and
delay generatorprovidesa data slope at the
voltage-controlled
active probe's input at the precise time of the actual sampling
point.The measurementof the samplingpoint can now be performed simply by a time intervalcounter.
Thethresholdmeasurementis performedusingthe closedloop
withoutthe delay generator,thus passingthe output of the integratorto the data inputs.The resultingvoltagelevelis readwith a
DVM.
-Bernhard Roth

Dala Sampling

TrlggerWord;l

Flg. 1. An integratorand a voltage-controlleddelay generator make it possible to measure the
8182A Data Analyzer's sampling point and threshold directly'
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CLKO

llaster Clock cLKl
(Minimum D,elay)
Master Clock cLKl
(Maximum Delay)
Control Input cl
clclro
clcLKl
(Minimum Delay)
clctrr
(Maximum Delay)

Fig. 10. This correlatorcircuit aftachesthe trigger control
to theappropriatemasterclock(CLK1
inputsampledby CLK?
)
putse.Thusit prevents
triggeilngresultingfromthe
erroneous
variablesamplingpoint delaY.
speed RAM is divided into data memory and glitch memory, each having a capacity of 5L2 bits per channel. Therefore, when the glitch detector is switched on, the memory
capacity of each channel is halved.
) Fig. 9 shows the organization of the high-speed RAM.
tach channel storesits data in four 256 x 1-bit RAM arrays.
The CSsignals are provided by a shift register. When glitch
detection is off, data is simultaneously switched by the
multiplexer to each of the four RAM fields. The shift register is preloadedwith (1,0,0,0).After 256 masterclocks, the

Fig. 11. Timingdiagramfor the correlatorcircuitof Fig' 10.
contents of the shift register are advanced one cell to the
right, resulting in (0,1,0,0).Inthis way, all four RAM arrays
are enabled in sequenceand filled with data. When glitch
detection is on, the multiplexer separatesthe RAM inputs
so that data goes to RAM arrays 1 and 2, and glitches to
arrays 3 and 4. The shift register is then preloaded with
(1,0,1,0).Thus, arrays1 and 3 are enabledat the sametime,
with 2 and 4 following 256 clock pulses later.
The glitch detectorused in the B1B2Ais a modified version of the well proven detector in the 1615A Logic
Analyzer,l improved to perform at 50 MHz. In principle, the
glitch detector consists of a pair of edge-triggeredflip-flops
fone for positive edges and one for negative edges) that

From Twin

To Twin

CLK2
-T3

To Twin From
8182A Twin
81824
-15ns
trigg.r/

Fig. 12. Blockdiagram in togic analyzer modes.A multiphaseclock systemand data pipelining

are usecl.
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serveas pulse stretchers,lengthening every glitch so that it
can be sampled by the master clock. To avoid dead times
during resettingofthe glitch detectors,eachedge-triggered
flip-flop is duplicated.While one pair of flip-flops is active
to receive a glitch, the other is reset after its glitch information has been written into the glitch memory. Obviously,
very careful design of the circuit and printed circuit board
was necessaryto achieve accurateb0-MHz operation.
Control lnput Correlators
A special problem arose because of the programmable
sampling point delay. With an increasein the sampling
point delay, the relationship between the master clock and
the initial CLKois modified, and this can result in erroneous
triggering. To avoid this phenomenon,the sampling of the
control inputs (clock qualifier, trigger arm, trigger qualifier,
and extemal stop) is performed with the undelayed signal
CLK0.This givesan exactspecificationofthe control input's
sampling point delay.
A correlatorcircuit (Fig. 10),has the task of attachingthe
control input sampled by CLKOto the appropriate master
clock (crxr) pulse.This task could havebeenperformedby
programmabledelay lines, but the 8182,{ uses a simpler
way, a digital circuit that adapts automatically to different
delay settings.
The key idea is to storethe samplingresult of clock phase
CLKoin two input registersfor two clock periods,eachwith
one clock period offset.
The output register takes the appropriate information

from the input registersvia a multiplexer, which is clocked
by the delayed clock phase CLKr. The whole process is
controlled by flip-flops FF7 and FFB, which have to be
initialized correctly to maintain the phaserelationships.
The minimum propagation delay time between CLKoand
CLKI is 10 ns (with CLKI programmedto 0 ns added delay),
whfch is equal to the maximum allowable propagation
delay for FF2 and multiplexer MUXS and the setup time of
FF6, If the CLKI delay is increasedto more than one clock
period, no problem arises.
Fig. 11 is a timing diagram for the correlatorcircuit, Fig.
10.
Time Relationships in the Logic Analyzer Modes
In the logic analyzermodes(i.e.,trigger startanalyzerand
trigger stop analyzer modes), a multiphase clock system
and datapipelining areused (seeFig. 12).The clock phases
are derived from CLKovia delay lines. The multiphase system makesit possibleto sample,trigger, and store data on
the sameclock pulse. Data is sampled on transitions of the
master clock CLKr, which can be delayed relative to the
clock input. The sampled data is captured by SyNCz.The
trigger word is detectedsimultaneouslyand stored by the
trigger flip-flop at clock phase CLKz.The trigger information is fed through a selectorto the run flip-flop. Data and
memory addressesare sampledby CLK3.With the run flipflop active, write pulses are supplied and data is written
into the high-speedRAM. Memory addressesare supplied
by the addresscounter,which is incrementedbv the write

Oata
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Flg. 13. Block diagram in comparator mode
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pulses.
Since the maximum sampling rate is 50 MHz (20 ns
period),the clock phasesmust be within 20 ns of eachother
to achieve synchronous operation. On the other hand, the
propagation delay of the trigger word is roughly 15 ns
because of some gating operations and the motherboard
connections.Inthe twin or parallel operatingmode,trigger
information sentto and receivedfrom the second81B2Avia
a twisted-pair cable takes about 12 ns excluding gate propagation delays. With these values in mind, the timing of
clock phasesCLKI to CLK2and CLKzto CLKgbecomesrather
critical. Therefore,delay times T2 andT3are adjustedindividually to 18 ns. To allow for the data and addresssetup
time specifications and the write pulse width delay of the
high-speedRAM, T4 is setat 7 ns and the write pulse width
is 7 ns.

Timing in the Comparator Mode
The timing system for the comparator mode (i.e., the
trigger start compare mode) is somewhat different from the
logic analyzermodesbecausedatais not sampledand written into memory. Instead, incoming data is compared in
real time with dataread from the high-speedmemory. The
compare result cannot be pipelined becauseof its analog
character. Unfortunately, trigger word detection and processingtakestime, asit doesin the logic analyzermodes.To
avoid a trigger delay that is a function of frequency, the
clock inputs of the trigger and run flip-flops aremodified to
be synchronouswith clock phase CLKr. This results in a
fixed minimum trigger delay of 1 clock period. In twin
operation,the minimum trigger delay is increasedto two
clock periods.
Fig. 13 is a block diagramof the instrument in comparator
mode. After the run flip-flop is triggered, a clock pulse

Interfacing the Device Under Test
such
withhigh-frequencycapabilities
instruments
Multichannei
as the 8180A Data Generatorand the 8182A Data Analyzerrequire special attentionto the problemof DUT interfacing.
The design goals were easy adaptability,good signal performance, universalinterfacecapabilities,and suitabilityfor all
generatorand analyzerrequirements.
A special connectoris located at the front end of the analyzel
active probe (see Fig. 1a). At the generatorend, the same connectortype is moldeddirectlyonto a 50O coaxialcable (Fig.1b).
Six accessoriesfor variousinterfacepossibilitieswere designed:

Grabberwithgroundlead (Fig.1c)
BNC adapter(Fig.1d)
SMB adapter(Fig.1e)
Adapter for the HP 10O24AlC Test Clip (Fig. 1f)
Open-endedadapter for a custom connectoror fixed wiring
( F i g .1 g )
boards(Fig.th).
r Solder-inreceptaclesfor printed-circuit

r
r
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Fig.'1. 8182AData Analyzeractive orobe and accessories.
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Fig. 14. ln parallel or twin operation of two 8182A Data Anatyzers,clock arbiter circuits synchronizethetwo unitsin the logic analyzermodes.ln comparatormode,the arbitersare not used.

(DCLK)is generated at the end of the time window signal
(CLKI). This preparesthe next data word for comparison,
supplies the next addressto the RAM, and increments the
addresscounter and the word masking circuit, which provides for the masking of errors at every user-selectableaddress. The compare result of every word is stored by the
addressmarking circuit. The channel marking circuit pinpoints the channel or channels in which a compare failure
has occurred. Interrogation of the address marking and
channel marking circuits gives the microprocessor the information required to generate the error map,
Parallel Operation
The B1B2A is designed to run with another 81824 in
parallel. This configuration increasesthe number of channels up to maximum of 64. For this purpose, both instruments are tied together with a multiple-conductor cable
which synchronizes the trigger conditions. The clock
probes of both instruments are connectedto the sameexternal clock sourceto maintain high sampling accuracyand
low skew.
The user must ensure that both instruments are programmed compatibly. Parameterssuch as trigger conditions, sampling point delay, and thresholds are individually programmable for both instruments. The trigger delay
counters of both instruments can be programmed independently. Hence the start of one 8182A can be delayed with
respectto the other for a defined number of clock periods.
The clock arbiter synchronizes clock phases CLKz and
CLKs of both 81B2As in the logic analyzer modes. The
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arbiter output pulse (CLKz)is delayedby 1Bns with respect
to whichever CLKI has the greatest delay (see Fig. 1 ).
Basically,the circuit consistsof two high-speed100k ECL
D-type flip-flops. The first is tied to internal clock phase
CLKIby a compensatingdelay line, and the secondis tied to
CLKI of the second8182A.An output pulse,whosewidth is
determined by propagation delay feedback,is generated
when the secondflip-flop is clocked. Clock phasesCLKzof
both 81B2Asthen have the samedelay with respectto the
incoming clock within a few hundred picoseconds,the
sampling point delays being different.
Each ATAZA'strigger event is sent to the other 8182A (IT
in Fig. 1a)afterbeing sampledby CLK2.The receivedtrigger
signal RT and internally detected trigger signal tT are combined in an AND gate. If triggers are detected in both
B1B2As,the trigger delay counters are started in parallel.
For correct single-analyzeroperation, the high-speedline
receiver for the twin trigger signal is dc-biasedso that its
input is always true when no twin interconnections are
present.
There are no interconnections between the microprocessors during twin operation, so the selection of any key other
than RUNand STOPon one instrument has no effect on the
other. When the RUNkey is pressed,the microprocessorin
that instrument sends an arming signal. The other microprocessorreadsthis signal and sendsits own arming signal
in return. When both sent and received arming signals
becometrue, both 81B2Asgo into an armed status simultaneously.
The stop function is achieved simply by OR-gatingthe

stop signals of both machines.
In the comparatormode, only clock phase CLKI is used,
so the clock arbiter is not required. Trigger word detection
and combinational functions are performed by the same
elementsas.in the logic analyzer modes.
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DataAn alyzerSoftwarelFirmwareDesign
by RobertoMottolaand EckhardPaul
OCAL PROGRAMMING of the 8182A Data Analyzer
is done by means of front-panel softkeys. As selections are made, the functions of the softkeys change
and are displayed on the CRT. The programming concept
provides eight pages of information, four pages for programming instrument parameters,three for displaying the
results of a measurement, and an eighth page for use as an
alphanumeric display to aid the operator a of computercontrolled system.
For remote programming,the B1B2Ais provided with an
HP-IB (IEEE4BB)interface,giving it two remote operating
modes, ASCII and binary, with different addresses.The
binary mode is intended for fast transfers of binary data to
and from the expected data and received data sections ofthe
memory. The contents of the expected data section can be
transferred in 320 ms. The memory section (expectedor
receiveddata),the start address,and whether the B1B2Ais
to send or receive the data can be selectedvia an HP-IB
command in ASCII mode. In ASCII mode, each data byte
transferred via the HP-IB is treated as a seven-bit ASCII
character.If the 8182A has been addressedas a listener in
ASCII mode, the data parametersand mode settings may be
changed by sending the appropriate HP-IB command (a
sequenceof ASCII characters).All commands start with a
header which consists of three characters.A real number,
an integer, or a formatted entry may follow.
Any FIP-IBcommand can be transferred regardless of the
8182A's status.whether it be idle, armed, or active. Some
parameters(e.g.,thresholds)can be programmedon the fly,
that is the measurement currently being performed is not
interrupted. A measurement is only interrupted or aborted
if the 8182.Ais unable to program a parameteron the fly, or
if it is impractical to continue the currentmeasurement(e.g,
the operating mode has been changed). The commands
received via the HP-IB are stored in a 256-bytebuffer, When
the first characterhas been stored in the buffer and the main
program has time, the main program begins to interpret
charactersstored in the buffer. Recognizedcommandsare
executed.It is unnecessaryfor the HP-IB controller (e.9.,a
computer) to wait until eachcommand has been interpreted
before sending another, becausethe storing of charactersin
the buffer is a priority operation.
To achieve synchronization between the controller and

the instrument, a holdoff handshake has been implemented.The BlS2Aholds off the HP-IBhandshakewhen
the controller sends a synchronizing character, thus temporarily halting execution of the controller's program. The
holdoff is released when all bytes in the buffer have been
interpreted, all recognized commands executed, and the
hardware settled. For this reason no WAIT statements are
necessarywhen programming the controller.
The following example is based on an B1B0A Data
Generatorwith HP-IB address7, connectedto the 8182A.
The programmable synchronizing character defaults to
(CR), caniage return.
Output703;"run"
Output 7o7;"rrn"

Startsthe 81824 Analyzer
Starts the 81804 Generator

Becausea (Cn) (lf ) (caniagereturn, line feed)sequence
is normally transferred at the end of each Outputstatement,
the controller executesthe secondstatementinthe example
only after the B1B2Ahas executedthe RUNcommand.Thus
the generatorcannot be started before the analyzer has been
set to capture data.
When the B7B2Ahas been addressedas talker, it sends
statusinformation, current parametersettings,received or
expected data, error information, or the contents of the
display, depending upon the talker mode. The nine talker
modes are programmableby FIP-IBcommands.
Also available is a statusbyte, which is read out via the
HP-IB after a serial poll hasbeen sentby the controller. The
statusbyte contains the following status and error information:
r HP-IB command either not recognizedby interpreter,or
not allowed at this time
r Attempt to program an erroneous value via the HP-IB
r Context autocorrection made
r SRQkey pressed
r Stop routine executed
r Fast clock detected
r RQS (RequestService.SeeIEC 625.1)
r Power-on self-testfailed.
The 8182,{ can alsogeneratea servicerequestto interrupt
the controller to inform it that a measurement has been
completed.
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Fig' 1. The 81824 Data Anatyzer main program resembles a real-time multitask operating
systern. A skilled task dispatcher makes full use of the inteffupt structureof the CPu.

Program Architecture
The structure of the program controlling the 81824 is
designedto obtain good performancefrom the B-bitmicroprocessorunder varying load conditions. The goal was to
guaranteeno loss of commands and a prompt response,
even in extremesituations.For example,the 81824 might
be continuously displaying new data from a repetitive measurement with the operator varying some parameterusing a
vernier key, while simultaneouslylogging the whole processon a computerusing the HP-IB local talker capability.
The program is designed around a skilled task dispatcher, which makes full use of the interrupt structure of
the 6809CPU.The resulting structurecloselyresemblesthe
nucleus of a simple real-time multitask operating system.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, five tasks are performed by the
dispatcher. It usesa mixture of fixed priority and first come,
first servedqueuestructuresto selectfromcompetingtasks,
Priorities are dynamically variable, that is, the program
has the ability to decide when a task is becoming gradually
more important and requires extra attention, or when a task
can be delayed to conserve CPU resources.This feature
allows it to adapt to a wide range of controller speedsand
different operating conditions (perhaps a lot of display activity, or a CPU-intensivemeasurement).
The dispatcheralso has the ability to recognizewhen the
operator or controller are sending commands that would
causemultiple repetitionsof the sameaction.This situation
is flaggedwhen recognized,and the action is executedonly
once at the last possible moment.
The primary function of the interrupt structure is to interfacethe dispatcherto the outsideworld. This is made possible via the keystroke and HP-IB acceptor routines. The
respective routines react to the asynchronous stimuli from
local or remote commandssent to the processor.A routine
checks the commands, then communicateswith the dispatcher, which is responsiblefor further processing.The
synchronization of different processesis assuredby control
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signals between the acceptors and the dispatcher, data
being exchangedbetween them in global areas.
The NMI line of the 6809 is connectedto a 1O-ms-period
time basewhich triggersthe TIMERSmodule. This module
generateseight programmabledelay timers and consumes
roughly 5% of the total CPU time. The dispatcherusesthe
delay timers to perform time-related actions that have to be
independent of the CPU load, and to supply timing information to the dynamic priority algorithm.
Keystroke Operation
The keystroke handler and keystroke processor routines
together manipulate all the commands entered into the
81B2Avia the front-panel keypad (local commands).In the
event of no local activity, a simple circuit monitors the
keypad.If any key is pressed,an FIReinterrupt, which calls
up the acceptorroutine, is generated.The acceptor is responsible for keyboard scanning and debouncing the
mechanical switches. If a key operation is recognized as
valid, the messageis placed in a first in, first out (FIFO)
buffer, and the dispatcher is told to activate the keystroke
processor,The acceptorroutine is then complete.
The eight-key FIFO buffer, combined with the interrupt
operation, ensuresthat key action is never lost, even in the
caseof a heavy CPU load. When the processortakes more
time to completeits taskthe usermay perceivea small delay
between giving a command and getting a response.The
keystroke data is taken from the FIFO buffer by the processor.Different processesare selectedand triggeredfrom here
depending on the program status and the key function.
Typical actions are control of the softkey menus, programming the hardware, and activating the measurement controller.
By using the TIMERSmodule, the keystrokeprocessoris
also ableto rescheduleitselfperiodically when keyscalling
for an automatic repeat function are selected.

HP-lB Operation
The HP-IB functions are realized with the acceptor and
processorroutines shown in Fig. 1. The acceptorinterrupt
routine handles all HP-IB activities, but does not interpret
ASCII characters received or execute HP-IB commands.
Changesof state or address(local, remote, listener, talker)
are recognizedand storedin RAM. Charactersreceivedare
storedin a 256-bytebuffer in ASCII mode, or in the desired
memory location in binary mode. Upon an interrupt, the
acceptordisablesitself after a statechangeor if the receiver
buffer is full.
The processor executes the state changes, interprets
charactersstored in the buffer, executesrecognized HP-IB
commands, and enables the acceptor when the state
changes have been executed, or the receiver buffer is no
longer full.
structure is desigiredto handle
The acceptor-processor
HP-IB activities very quickly. The acceptor stores characters without interpreting or executing them. A slow controller can send the characterson an interrupt-controlled basis,
The processorinterprets the charactersstored in the buffer
interactively,
Measurement Controller
The measurement controller is responsible for all processingrelatedto measurementcycles.The most important
activity is the programming of hardware for a RUN, and
reading back information generatedin the hardware after a
STOP,
During measurements,the controller can read information from the hardware as soon as it is generated.This
information is alsopassedto the display updating routines,
giving the impression of a real-time instrument.
The controller recognizeswhen the instrument stopsindependently of external commands. It also generatesthe
synchronization necessaryfor twin operation, propagating
the run and stop commandsto the secondB1B2A.Using the
timers, the measurementcontroller schedulesitself in the
case of automatically repeated measurement cycles (autoarming).
Periodic Tasks
Two categoriesof periodic tasks are recognized by the
dispatcher.The first is scheduledevery 100 ms. Its primary
use is for display activities such as pulsing the clock symbol, flashing warnings, updating counters and so on. The
period of 100 ms is sufficient to assuregood messagevisibility during a one-shotfunction.
The secondcategory includes CPU-intensivetasks having a low priority. Theseare scheduledevery 2.5secondsto
keep the demand for CPU time down to 5% of the total. In
this categoryis a routine that checksthe rear-panelsettings,
allowing reaction to an HP-IB addresschange or a singletwin changewithout the necessityof a power-off power-on
sequence.
A routine for building a CRC(cyclic redundancy check)
signature onthe 250 bytes of RAM containing the parameter
settingsis alsocalled every 2.5seconds.This routine makes
it possibleto use a CRCalgorithm that gives excellentdata
protection, but is so complex that it would take too much
time to compute the CRC after every data change.

Display Updating
The display updating routines areresponsible for writing
information to the CRT. Static display changes caused by
operator commands and dynamic changes occurring when
the instrument is measuringand displaying the incoming
results in real time require two different routine categories,
Self-Test
When the B1B2Ais powered up, it executessix self-test
routines. Any error encountered during these routines is
displayed as an error message.Tests performed are:
1. RAlWstack test
2. ROM test
3. Keyboard test
4. Clock test
5. Address counter test
6. Data board test.
Iftests 1 or 2 fail, the self-testprocedurestopsbecausethe
testedfunction is vital to the remaining tests.If any oftests3
to 6 fail, the power-up sequenceis stoppedaftercompletion
of the self-test.The program flow resumesafter a stop if the
user pressesthe Continuesoftkey.
The RAN{/stacktest performs a read/write check of the
RAM stack area,then calculates the 16-bit CRCsignature of
the remaining ttAM, storing it repeatedly throughout the
stack area.Possibleinfluences betweenthe stack areaand
the remaining RAM areaare checked by building the signature for the remaining ttAM area again and comparing it
with the signatures stored in the stack area.
The ROM test calculates the signature for each ROM,
comparesthe value with the corresponding signature in the
self-test ROM, and displays the numbers of any ROMs in
which the comparison failed.
The keyboardtestcausesan error messageto be displayed
if one or more keys are being pressed, or appear to be
pressed(indicating a short circuit), during this routine.
The clock test checks all paths a signal may take through
the timing circuits as a result of delay and width parameter
settings.Errors are recognizedin the clock error circuit.
The addresscountertest simulatesclock pulsesand reads
the stateofthe addresscounterat severaltimes to checkthat
pulses have been counted correctly and ensure that every
addressbit is able to toggle.
The data board test checks the high-speed RAMs and
ascertains the number of data boards installed in the instrument.
It is possibleto executefurther self-testroutines by pressing an unlabeled softkey and entering a password via the
keyboard. The tests have been implemented for service and
diagnostic purposes.
In addition to the self-testsdescribedabove, the HP-IB
commandsMEW(memorywrite) and;Sn (jump subroutine)
provide another powerful test facility. With the MEW command, any data can be written into a sequence of RAM
addresses.If the data represents6809 program code, the
program can be startedvia the HP-IB command ;sn. In this
way, additional test programscan be loaded and executed
from a controller via the HP-IB for servicing purposes.
Initialization and Unexpected Events
The initialization block of the 81B2Afirmware checksthe
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data stored in the battery-backed RAM for integrity, when
selecting between a cold or warm start. It then transfers
control to the dispatcher. The unexpected event routine
permanently monitors the program flow and some critical
data areasto avoid the possibility of a systemcrashcaused
by program bugs or a defective RAM.
Developing the Firmware
The 81824 control firmware is basedon the microcomputer board equipped with a 6809 CPU. The 64K address
spaceconsistsof 44K of ROM (only OK is actually used),
14K of RAM for parameter and data storage, 4K of display
RAM, and 2K of memory-mappedI/O space.
The 6809was found to be the most suitable8-bit CpU for
this application.The powerful command setincludes complete stack-relativeaddressing.The local data spaceof all
proceduresis in the stack, giving total separationof code
and data as well as reentrant and recursive coding.

The 40K-byte program is written entirely in assembly
language to extract maximum power from the small CpU
and keep the amount of code to a minimum. Most of the
procedures are written as structured code and use standard
interfacesto communicate with each other, Some exceptions are made in critical areas.Well known synchronizing
methods and data exchanging techniques (flags,
semaphores,mailbox, etc.)are used in the multitask areaof
the program.
Most of the procedures dealing with programming or the
displaying of categories of similar information are written
as interpreters, working on information tables. The structure of thesetablesis complex in somecases.For example,
the parameterupdating procedure derives from its table the
command to call itself, and builds a new parameter set in a
recursive manner. Another typical example of a tabledriven interpreter is the procedure dealing with the softkey
menu tree.

PowerSuppliesfor theStimulus/Response
System
by Ulrich Otto and Horst Link
I N DESIGNINGPOWER SUPPLIESfor the 81804 Data
I Generator,8181AExtender,and B1B2AData Analyzer,
I the most important objectiveswere high load current
capability and serviceability within a restricted space.
The sizes of the instrument cabinets were limited by the
desireto producea systemsuitablefor benchtop operation.
To accommodatethe generator,the analyzer,and perhaps
two extenderson a bench, the cabinet dimensions obviously had to be limited.
The card rack in the generator holds eleven printed circuit boardswith a spacing of 20 mm between boards,The
analyzerhas thirteen boardswith 17-mm spacing.Because
both cabinetsalso accommodatea CRT display, the space
available for power supplies is severely restricted. The
outer dimensions for the power supplies were fixed at 2b4
x 1 5 2 x 1 3 9m m .
The high load currents are required especially by the
-5.2V rails. In the 81804 Data Generator,the current
taken
from the -5.2V supply by the Rate ICs alone is approximately 7,1 amperes.The total cunent demanded of the
-5.2V supply is on the order of 1B.bamperes.Furthermore,
the numerous output amplifier circuits each demand 5.SW
from their +15V and -7.5V supplies. In the 81824 Data
Analyzer, the complex ECL logic circuits have a total requirement of some 28 ampereson the -5.2V rail, making
this supply the most heavily loaded in the system.
To aid production and serviceabilitv,the decision was
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madeat an early stageto producemodular supplies consisting of plug-in units and boards, and to make the three
supplies as similar as possible,if not identical.
It soon becameevident that the demands made on the
81824 power supply were unusually heavy, and although
the concept of switched-mode-with-flyback was adopted
for all three instruments' supplies, fundamental differences
exist in the B1B2Asupply.
Fig. 1 illustrates all of the main functional blocks of the
8180A supply. Afterrectification (or doubling and rectification, in the caseof a 115V ac input), the value of the potential at the switching transistorcollector is between200 and
360V, depending on the line voltage.
Starting Circuit
Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the starting circuit
block shown in Fig, 1. A 1000-pF capacitoris chargedvia
the resistive divider until the potential across it reaches
26V. At this point, Z24becomes conductive and switches
on the drive circuit for the transistor switch. Energy is then
fed to the control circuit. When the potential across the
capacitorhasdecayedto 12V,the transistorswitch is turned
off and the circuit is ready to begin a new cycle. If no fault
condition is sensedby the control circuit, the power supply
begins operation before the end of the first start cycle. If, on
the other hand, a fault is detected,the start cycle is repeated
at three-second intervals. After the start cycle, all primary

185 to 360 Vdc

Vcc(Supplyfor PrimaryCircuits)

.5V, 4.4A

Method: Flyback Regulatol
Power Output: -260W
Efficiency: 5?6
Load Variation: G10C6
Frcquency:25 kHz

Negative
Supply Voltage

Fig. 1. Functionalblock diagram of the 8180A Data Generatorpower supply

circuits in the supply draw their power from the flyback
transformer. The normally closed relay contacts remain
open, disconnecting the start circuit and conserving power
while the instrument is operational.
ControlCircuit
A potential of approximately 25V, derived from the transformer, is usedto preregulatethe power supply. This potential is fed by a divider to the control IC, which establishes
the duty cycle. Sensing resistors at various points in the
circuit protect components against the following conditions:
r Collector potential of the switching transistor exceeding
1100v
r Rectified line voltage exceeding 370V
r Rectified line voltage falling below 1B5V
r Switching transistor drawing in excessof 1,24.
If the temperature inside the cabinet exceeds 75'C, the
switching circuit cuts back its output and supplies a
minimum duty cycle. The fan in the power supply continues to run, and all output supplies are shut down.
Switching Transistor
The peak voltage at the collector of the switching transistor is in the order of 1000V. It was therefore necessaryto use
a component with a very high \ax;6roand 16-o. When the
device is negatively biased in its cutoff range, it is possible
to attain the 1000V collector-emitterpotential. However,
during the start cycle, negative voltages are unavailable
because of transformer output settling times. Therefore,
potentially hazardous situations cannot occur because
voltages greater than 700V are not generated during the
start cycle, and the transistor adequately handles everything below 700V without being negatively biased.

The positive bias current to the base of the switching
transistor is the algebraic sum of the currents from two
sources(seeFig. 3). The greater ofthe two currents (approximately 2.5A) is generatedby transforming the 25V primary
supply into a pulsed waveform of 6.5V peak to peak. The
magnitude of the current is determined by the value of R1.
This current goesto the base of the switching transistor via
Q1.
The lesser current, 50 mA, is drawn through R2 to the
baseof Qz. The function of this current is to maintain Q2 in
its cutoff state until switch-off occurs. Switch-off is acRectlfied Line Voltage

Flg.2. Starting citcuit schematic diagram.
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Fig. 3. Swrtchingtransistorbase
controlcircuit.

-15V

complished in two stages.In the first, the main component
of the bias current at the base of the switching transistor is
withdrawn by disabling Q3. The second stagedeals with
the delayed withdrawal of the lessercomponent. The delay
is achieved by the slow switch-off of Qr, governed by an RC
network at the base.R4 allows fine adjustment of the delay
time. The result of this delay is that Q2 is maintained in its
cutoff state long enough to sink any stored cunent present
at the base-collectorjunction of the switching transistor. A
delay of 2 p,sis normally adequateto minimize switching
losses.
When the switching transistor is finally turned off, its
base potential falls to approximately -7.SV. The cycle is
then repeated continuously for as long as the instrument is
switched on.
Flyback Transformer
The complex requirements of the power supply, including the number of rails, the high currents, and the total
power consumption, made the transformer design a critical
concern and especially difficult.
As a starting point, a magnetic core that at the rated power
consumption could guarantee an acceptablemagnetic flux
density of less than 22OmT was required. Another important design criterion was the stray inductance presentin the
windings, which causeslossesin the primary side of the
power supply. Furthermore, the triangle current waveforms
generatedin a flyback system causea high rms current. This
and the skin effect had to be taken into consideration when
selecting a material for the windings.
The transformer (seeFig. a) consistsof a U-shapedcore
with both legs carrying a bobbin, giving a double-width
layer. This is of critical importance in dealing with stray
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inductances. The primary winding is constructed by connecting the windings of both bobbinsin series.The secondary windings are sandwiched between two primary winding packages,each having an identical number of turns. All
secondarywindings are connectedin parallel to help deal
with high-density currents. These construction methods
result in a s5nnmetricalflyback transformer having a stray
inductance of less than 3% of the primary inductance.
Further problems conceming high current densities and
skin effectswere overcome by using multifilar windings of
high-frequency stranded wire, each strand having a crosssectionalareaof approximately 1.5mm2.Specialcarein the
production of the transformer is necessarybecause of the
numerous bobbin-to-mounting-board connections. Finally,
the transformeris encasedin a silicone rubber compound.
Postregulators
The B1B0AData Generatorpower supply provides eight
different rails. Six of these are dedicated to satisfying instrument requirements and the remaining two are for sup-

CT

p = primary
S = Secondary
CT = CenterTap

Secondary
Output

Bobbin I

Fig.4. Flyback transfomer deslgn reduces stray inductance
to /ess than 3"/" of the primary inductance.

plying the primary circuits.
The B1B0Apower supply is also used in the 8181A Extender. In each instrument the internal load varies according to the options supplied. Fine control of the output rails
is achieved by postregulators,each of which has its overcurrent sensing circuit.
A transformer sensecoil in the primary winding preregulates all supply rails. Preregulation is determined by the
efficiency of the secondary voltage that takes the highest
loading.Inthe caseof the B1B0A,this is the -5.2Vrail. If an
overcurrent condition occurs at one of the outputs, the
common referencevoltage for all postregulators is shut off.
In turn, all output rails decayto 0V. Becauseshort-duration
overcurrentsand capacitiveloads are presentfrom time to
time, shutdown of the outputrails is delayedby 70 ms. This,
however,resultsin extra stresson the seriestransistorsin a
short-circuit situation. For this reason,if an overload does
occur, the postregulatorsremain down for approximately
two seconds,after which the referencevoltage comes on
again.A checkis then made to seeif the overloadcondition
still exists,and if so,the referencevoltageis again shut off.
8182A Power Supply
Becauseof the high current demandsmade on the -5.2V
rail, the concept of individually postregulated rails
couldn't be implemented in the B1B2A because postregulatorpower lossesbecameunacceptable.To reducethe
demandsmade on the -5.2V rail bv the ECL circuits, a -2V

supply was implemented.This additional supply permits a
saving of over 5A in the -5.2V supply.
A more direct method, in which the duty cycle of the
flybacktransformeris controlled by an optocoupler,is used
in the -5.2V supply. The transformeris designedto allow
all rails other than -5.2V to be finely postregulated,as in
the B1B0A and 8181A. Again, all supplies are protected
againstshort circuits, and if an overload occurs,the power
supply is switched off on the primary side by a second
optocoupler.
The switch-on phase of the power supply came under
close scrutiny. Limited spaceprevented the use of a line
transformerto supply the secondaryregulating circuits, so
the start cycle is controlled as in the B1B0Apower supply,
using a high-resistancedivider for preregulation. As the
secondaryreferencevoltage rises,a low-resistancedivider
fed by the optocoupler is paralleled with the highresistancedivider and takes over control.
Circuitry for regulating the -5.2V rail in the 8182A
power supply is very different from that in the B1B0Aand
B1B1A.The configuration here consists of a circuit with
infinite gain and a very low cutoff frequency. The 100-to72o-Przripple cannot be regulated in this circuit, so it is
inverted in a low-gain amplifier, then mixed with the
-5.2V sensevoltage in a unity-gain circuit. The output is
then passedto the emitting diode of the optocoupler.The
result is a -5.2V supply with a ripple contentof lessthan 30
mV.
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New Multi-Frequency
LCZ MetersOffer
Higher-Speed
lmpedanceMeasurements
Ihese instruments,
combinedwithan optionalinterfaceand
a component
handler,makeproduction-line
measurements
of the impedanceparametersof discreteelectronic
componentsrapidlyand accuratelyat actualoperating
frequencies.
by TomioWakasugi,TakeshiKyo, and ToshioTamamura
ANY INSTRUMENTSused for production-line impedancemeasurementshave only one or two test
frequencies,usually 1 kHz and/or 1 MHz. But electronic components, once installed in a piece of equipment,
must operate at other frequencies where their parameters
can be quite different. Therefore, component users want to
measure components at the actual operating frequencies.
Equally important, component manufacturers and end
users need low-cost, stand-alone systems capable of highspeed go/no-go measurements without a controller to improve throughput and reduce the cost of production-line
testing and incoming inspection of discrete LCR components.
HP's new LCZ Meters, Models 4277A (Fig. 1) arrd 4276A
(Fig. 2), were developed to satisfy these requirements. They
can measure eight impedance parameters (L, C, ESR, G, D,

a, lzl, and O) under a wide variety of test conditions,
including variable frequency and dc bias, and can be remotely controlled via the HP-IB (IEEE 4BB). Features of
these two instruments include:
: High speed (see Fig. 3) and high accuracy. IJp to 4lzdigit-resolution measurements with 0.1% basic accuracy
can be done in 70 ms. Fast C-only or L-only measurements are done in 30 ms, and packed binary output sends
the measurement data to a controller in 3.4 ms.
r Component measurements at in-circuit operating frequencies. The 4276A measures at 801 frequencies from
100 Hz to 20 kHz and Ihe 4277 A measures at 701 frequencies from tO kHz to 1 MHz.
r Continuous memory. When turned off, or when the
power fails, both instruments automatically store all
front-panel settings except dc bias and comparator
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Fig. 1. The HP 4277A (shown
here) and 4276A (Fig. 2) LCZ
Meters perform accurate highspeed measurements of impedance parametersof components
and materials at trequencies
from 100 Hz to 20 kHz (4276A) or
10 kHz to 1 MHz (42774). By adding an optional comparatorl
component-handler interface
(shown in the foregrcund), they
can be operated in a stand-alone
configuration for low-cost, highspeed production-line testing or
incoming inspection.
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Fig.2. HP42764LCZMeter.
levels.
r dc bias. Measurementscan be performedusing an external dc bias from 0V to -r40V.An optional internal dc bias
source(Option 001) providesthe samerange of voltages.
This internal option is HP-IB programmablewith 10-mV
resolution from -10V to +10V.
r Two ac signal levels:1V and 50 mV for the 4276A,and'LV
and 20 mV for the 4277A.
r Residual compensation.The residual impedance of the
test fixtures and cablescan be compensated(up to 20 pF
of open-circuit capacitanceand 2 ohms of short-circuit
resistance).
r Self-test. An automatic built-in functional test verifies
proper operation of analog and digital circuits.
r Low cost and high reliability. Thick-film hybrid integrated circuits reduce cost and increasereliability,
r Comparator(Option 002).This option allows a user to set
up ten pairs of high/low limits for L, C, and Z and,by
adding the HP 160644 keyboard (shown in Fig. 1.),control a component handler directly. This interface,which
uses optoisolatorsto provide high noise immunity, can
be programmed via the HP-IB.

play. The oscillator supplies the excitation to the bridge at
frequenciesselectedby pressing front-panel pushbuttons
or by HP-IB commands.
Bridge
Although the bridge sections in the 42764 and szzTA
operate in the same way, they use different approaches
suitablefor covering the different measurementfrequency
ranges.The bridge section used in the 4277A is the same
design as the bridge used in the earlier HP 4274A and
4275A LCR Meters.l A modulation technique maintains
high gain and stability over the 4277A's full test frequency
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Design
The major sectionsof theseLC Z metersarethe bridge,the
vector ratio detector,the oscillator,and the digital circuitry
(see Fig. a). The bridge provides a complex voltage V*
acrossthe device under test (DUT) and another complex
voltage V. which is proportional to the complex current
flowing through the DUT as a result of the applied voltage
V*. The vector ratio detector determinesthe precise complex voltage ratio between V* and V. and supplies this
information to the digital section for processingand dis-

850

100

lk
(Hz)
Frequency
Measurement

10k

20k

Fig. 3. Typical high-speed measurement capability of the
4276A for variouscomponent parametersas a function of test
frequency when the instrumentis operated in the AUTj circuit
mode.
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Comparator

Fig. 4, Simplifiedblock diagramof 42764and 42774 LCZ
Meterc.
range from 10 kHz to 1 MHz, and a four-terminal pair
configuration eliminates errors caused by mutual inductance between cables.
A different design (Fig. 5) is used inthe 4276A.Sincethe
test frequency range is lower than that of the 4277A, a
simple feed-forward differential amplifier is used for the
cunent-to-voltage converter. This amplifier is designed to
maintain high stability for various DUTs and measurement
cable lengths. The measurement error in the high-frequencyrange causedby the reduced gain of this amplifier
and the capacitanceof the L6sp (low current) and Lp61 (low
potential) cables is compensated by the error correction
program in the 4276A's digital section. The connections
betweenthe DUT and the 42764's measurementcablesuse
a five-terminal configuration consisting of Hguj, L6Up,
Hpor, Lpor, and Guard. This configuration eliminates errors causedby mutual inductance between cables because
the outer conductors of the H6Up and L6gp cables form a
current return path, as in the earlier HP 4274A and qzz\A
LCR Meters.l
In both the 4276A and 4227A, the voltage at the virtual

When the 4276A is equipped with the optional comparator
(Option002),a powerful,fullyautomaticsystemcapableof 1O-bin
sortingand go/no-gotestingcan be easilybuilt by connectinga
componenthandleras shown in Fig. 1. Such a system can be
operated either with an externalcontrolleror, by using the HP
160644 keyboard,withouta controller.All comparisoninformation and settingsare accessiblevia the HP-lB (IEEE488).
To improve sorting speed, two ditferent output signals are
availableto the componenthandler,the INDEX
signaland the EoM
(end-of-measurement)
signal.Totalmeasurementtimefor a componentconsistsof two periods:the time requiredto do the analog
measurementand the time requiredfor the instrument'smicroprocessorto calculatethe results.Many instrumentsoutput only
an EOMsignal when the microprocessorcompletesits calculations. However,since the device under test (DUT)must be connectedto the meteronlyduringthe analogmeasurementperiod,it
can be disconnectedduring the calculationperiod and the handler can be movingto the next DUT while the microprocessoris
calculatingthe result.The TNDEX
signaloutputby the comparator
when the analog measurementis completed allows this, thus
increasingmeasurementspeed by subtractingthe calculation
time. For example,the time per C-D measurementat 1 MHz with
the 4277A can be reduced by 20 ms.
This interfacehas open-collectoroutputs,so the signal lines
can be drivenfrom an internalTTl-level5V supply (alloutputs)or
from externalvoltagesuppliesup to 30V for decisionoutputsand
15V for control signals. The control lines-TBtGGER,EOM,and
INDEX-areopticallyisolatedto providegroundisolationand prevent false triggeringcaused by noise.

Vr = -iR,

l-V Converter

High Current Lead
(Hcun)

Low Current Lead
(Lcun)

Potential Lead
(Lpor)

High Potential Lead
(Hpor)

FIg. 5, Brldge sectlon of the 4276A
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Flg. 1. Option 002 provides simple golno-go testing and
10-bin softing by interfacing a 4276A or 4277A directly to a
component handler.
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Fig.6. Blockdiagramof the vector ratio detector used in the
42764and 4277ALCZ Meters.
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ground point (Lps1) is zero when the bridges are balanced.
Then
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Therefore, all that is needed to calculate the complex
impedance of the DUT is the value of R, and the vector ratio
between V* and V..
The bridge sections inthe 4276A and +2zzA are fabricated using custom thick-film hybrid integrated circuits to
reduce cost and space.
Vector Ratio Detector
Fig. 6 showsa simplified block diagramof the high-speed

vector ratio detectorsectionused in both LCZ meters.This
section detects the precise complex voltage ratio between
the two signalsV*and Vrfrom the bridge section.To obtain
good tracking characteristics and linearity for various signal levels, the two signals are time-multiplexed by switch
51. The process amplifier block contains attenuators and
variable-gain amplifiers to optimize the signal level to the
phasedetector.The four-phasegeneratorprovides the precision 90'phase rotations used to detect the orthogonal
componentsof the input signals to the phase detector.
Fig. 7 is a vector diagram showing Vx, V' and the x and y
coordinates as determined by the reference phase detector.
Here a, b, c, and d arethe orthogonalcomponentsof V, and
V* detected by the phase detector and defined in the
following equation,

vx

c+id

ac*bd

VI

a+jb

az+bz

ad-bc
- i -' -a-2- +
: xbT i Y

The vectorratio detectorusedin the earlierHP 4274A and
4275A LCR Meters requires four integration cycles and two
dc reference current sources, and measuresthe four components a, b, c, and d separately by using dual-slope
Period
Integration Cycle
Ramp
dc
Dlscharge
Method

ac
Discharge
Method

Measures
vr
x+iy
0'

jy only

Fag.7, Vector diagram showing the orthogonal components
of V, and V, at the input of the phase detector. 01 is the
reference phase error.
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Flg.8. Comparisonof the dc and ac discharge methods for
determining the otthogonal componentsa, b, c, and d of the
voltages V, and V,.
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The vector ratio x + jy is calculated as
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where a : bla, B : d/a, and f :
impedance Z* is given by
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Fig. 9. Measurementsequence for the vector rctio detector.
Ihe steps are 1) rcference phase detection, 2) autozero, 3)
first Alo-D conversion for a, 4) second A-to-D conversionfol
B, and 5) third A-to-D conversionfor 7. ln the rcfercnce phase
detection step, the output signal Q of the flip-flop (see Fig.6)
goes high coincidentally with the zero-crossing point of Vi,
thus detecting the reference phase 0o
analog-to-digital conversion (dc discharge method).1 To
improve measurement speed, the dual-slope analog-todigital converter in Lhe 4276A arrd 4277A measures the
scalar ratio between two components directly without any
dc reference source (ac discharge method). This increases
measurement speed by eliminating one integration cycle
and reduces cost by eliminating the dc reference sources. If
only the reactive component of impedance is measured, the
ac discharge method requires only one integration cycle,
further increasing measurement speed. Fig. B shows the
difference in steps between the two methods.

cla. Then the unknown

+ dB
Z * : - R . ( x + i y ) : - R '- Lf Y

1+",

.'=#]

The measurementsequenceof the vector ratio detector
consistsof five stepswhich include referencephasedetection and autozeroing(seeFig. 9). The referencephasedetector is used to minimize the referencephaseerror 01Fig.Z).
Since the dischargeperiod of the first integration cycle is
proportional to 01,reducing 01reducesmeasurementtime.
To minimize d1,referencephasedetection in the 4276A
uses high-speedclock signals (nf) which are multiples of
the test frequencies (see Fig. 6). The 4277A uses the
sameautomatic phaseadjust technique used in the 4261A
LCR Meter.2
For high-speed inductance or capacitancemeasurements, only F :d/a is detected.Equation (1) implies that
when the referencephaseerror d1is negligible (i.e.,a : b/a
is very small), the unknown impedance Z* is approximately equal to -R"(y + jB). Thus the unknown reactance
is simply obtained by dividing or multiplying by the facbr 2rrt.
The phase-detectedsignal of Fig. 6 has to be converted
into a dc voltage very quickly for high-speed measurements. lnlhe 4277A, a simple low-passRC filter is used to
reject the ripple component of the phase-detectedsignal.
However, the 4276A's lower frequency range requires a
different approach. The low-pass RC filter, which would
have too long a settling time at the lower frequencies,is
replacedby a preintegrator(Fig. 10)whose integrationtime
is equalto a multiple of the test signalperiod. Therefore,the
output Vo is exactlyproportional to the dc componentof the
input signal. Thus, even at the lowest frequency of t00 Hz,

fur
V1

Fig. 10' A preintegrator is used in the 4276A's vector ratio detector to conveft the phasedetected signal to a dc voltage precisely proportional to the dc component of the input signal.
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Fig. 11. Blockdiagramof thesignalsourceusedin the4277ALCZ
Meter.

Microprocessol

only one test signal period of 10 ms is needed for the
conversion,
Oscillator
The signal source inthe 4277A contains an 11.52-MHz
crystal oscillator, a conventional phase-lockedloop, programmable dividers, a voltage-tuned oscillator (VTO), and
an active low-pass filter output stage, This circuit, illustrated in Fig. 11 by a simplified block diagram, outputs a
10-kHz-to-1-MHz sine wave with zl/z-digit frequency resolution. The output filter consists of four active low-pass
filters that convert the square-wave output of the programmable divider into the required sine wave. Each lowpass filter is realized in the form of a specially designed
hybrid circuit. Feedbackis used to shift the cutoff frequency

of the filter to the fundamental frequency of the squarewave input. Total harmonic distortion of the output sine
wave is less than 60 dB over the 10 kHz to 1 MHz range.
Digital Section
The digital section is based on a ZB0B microprocessor
clocked by a 6-MHz quartz oscillator. All of the high-speed
measurement calculations including error correction, data
control, and analog control are handled by this section in
addition to controlling the display and interfacing to the
front-panel and the HP-IB. A battery-powered memory
stores all front-panel settings except dc bias, the opencircuit and short-circuit zero offset values, and reference
values for deviation measurement for approximately two
weeks after the instrument is turned off or power fails.

High-Speed Programmable dc Bias Options
To evaluatevaractordiodesor MOSdevices,high-speedmeasurementof caoacitanceat a numberof dc bias levelsis essential.Thesemeasurementsare usuallyperformedwith an external
dc sourcecontrolledby a computer,but the H03 and H04options
tor the 4277A offer an inexpensiveand simple solutionto this
requirement.
The onlydifferencesbetweenthe two optionsarethe test signal
levels.The H03 option supplies20-mVand 1V signal levels,and
the H04 option supplies 2O-mVand 500-mV levels,which are
better suited for varactor testing. Both options use an HP-IB
programmabledc bias source and operate at 1 MHz. Other
common featuresinclude an automaticbias sweep, packed binary data transfer,short settlingtimes, and selectabledelay.
Typicaloperationbeginswiththe H03or H0442774 accepting
and memorizingup to 31 dc bias pointsfrom the HP-IB before
startingmeasurement.Upon receivingthe measurementtrigger
signal,the instrumentbeginsits sweep,makesa measurementat
each preprogrammeddc bias level,and storesthe measurement
data in its buffer memory.When the sweep is completed,the
stored data is dumped to the computer through the HP-IB in
packed binary format.
Withtheseoptions,measurementspeed is 1.4 timesfasterthan
witha standard4277Abecausethe settlingtimefor dc bias is 25%
faster,and the settlingtimesforfunction,ranging,and signallevel
are 50V" faster. For example,the capacitancefor ten dc bias
levelscan be measuredin approximately450 ms (see Fig. 1).
In addition,becausethe automaticbias sweep eliminatesthe

needfor handshakingto set dc bias and to triggermeasurements
during a sweep, one computer can controlseveralH03 or H04
4277As throughtimesharing.
C-V
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Fig, 1, Ihe C-V characteristicsof avaractor diode at 10 dc
bias pointscan be measuredin approximately450 ms using a
4277A LCZ Meter equipped with an H03 option.
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History from the Pagesof the Hewlett-Packard |ournal
nt ore than a year ago, Roberto Albanesi, HewlettIUI Packard'sCountry Managerin Italy, offered us a suggestion.Why not publish a book of articlesfrom pastissues
of the HP Journal? Select the articles on the basis that the
technologiesor products they describerepresentedsignificant advances for their time.
The same suggestionlater turned up in responsesto last
year's First HP Journal Reader Opinion Survey. Around
here, people seemedto like the idea, and the idea became
a project.
Twenty or so knowledgeable HP experts were polled for
suggestions of what articles to include. They had thirtythree years of HP Journals to pick from. The final selections
were made by William R. Hewlett, HP's cofounder, and
Bernard M. Oliver, former vice president for researchand
development. Mr. Hewlett agreedto write an introduction
for the book.
We're now in the last stages of getting the book ready
for the printer, so when you read this, it may not be available yet. But look for it, it will be along soon.
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he name of the book is "Inventions of Opportunity:
I Matching Technologywith Market Needs,"William R.
Hewlett's introduction describes the technique of "engineering of opportunity" that guided the company to many
successfulproducts, especially in the early days.
Among the articles are those on the first high-speed frequency counter, the HP-35 Calculator that replaced the
slide rule in engineers' pockets, the beginnings of computer-controlled instrumentation systems, and many
others. The introduction comments on eacharticle, providing insights into the dynamics of innovation and showing
how a need, a technology, and creative people come together to produce a successful invention.
f

1. he book is cloth-bound,has a dust cover,and contains
I more than 350 pages.It will be obtainablethrough HP
salesoffices around the world, or through HP's computer
supplies telephone order service, which is available in
many countries. The book has an HP part number: 922338.
The cost will be modest.
-R.P. Dolan
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